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Abstract

According to the forecast, there are around 2.1 billion IoT devices connected

to the network by 2022 [1]. The rapidly increased IoT devices bring enor-

mous pressure to the energy management work as most of them are battery-

powered gadgets. What’s more, in some specific scenarios, the IoT nodes are

fitted in some extreme environment. For example, a large-scale IoT pressure

sensor system is deployed underneath the floor to detect people moving across

the floor [2]. A density-viscosity sensor is deployed inside the fermenting vat

to discriminate variations in density and viscosity for monitoring the wine

fermentation [3]. A strain distribution wireless sensor for detecting the crack

formation of the bridge is deployed underneath the bridge and attached near

the welded part of the steel [4]. It is difficult for people to have an access

to the extreme environment. Hence, the energy management work, namely,

replacing batteries for the rapidly increased IoT sensors in the extreme envi-

ronment brings more challenges. In order to reduce the frequency of changing

batteries, the thesis proposes a self-management Data and Energy Integrated

Network (DEIN) system, which designs a stable and controllable ambient

RF resource to charge the battery-less IoT wireless devices. It embraces an
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adaptive energy management mechanism for automatically maintaining the

energy level of the battery-less IoT wireless devices, which always keeps the

devices within a workable voltage range that is from 2.9 to 4.0 volts.

Based on the DEIN system, RF energy transmission is achieved by trans-

mitting the designed packets with enhanced transmission power. However, it

partly occupies the bandwidth which was only used for wireless information

transmission. Hence, a scheduling cycle mechanism is proposed in the thesis

for organizing the RF energy and wireless information transmission in sep-

arate time slots. In addition, a bandwidth allocation algorithm is proposed

to minimize the bandwidth for RF energy transmission in order to maximize

the throughput of wireless information.

To harvest the RF energy, the RF-to-DC energy conversion is essential

at the receiver side. According to the existing technologies, the hardware

design of the RF-to-DC energy converter is normally realized by the voltage

rectifier which is structured by multiple Schottky diodes and capacitors [5].

Research [6] proves that a maximum of 84% RF-to-DC conversion efficiency

is obtained by comparing a variety of different wireless band for transmitting

RF energy. Furthermore, there is energy loss in the air during transmitting

the RF energy to the receiver. Moreover, the circuital loss happens when

the harvested energy is utilized by electronic components. Hence, how to

improve the efficiency of RF energy utilization is considered in the thesis.

According to the scenario proposed in the thesis, the harvested energy is

mainly consumed for uplink transmission. a resource allocation algorithm is

proposed to minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink data.
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It works out the optimal transmission power for RF energy as well as the

bandwidth allocated for RF energy and wireless information transmission.

Referring to the existing RF energy transmission and harvesting appli-

cation on the market, the Powecast [7] uses the supercapacitor to preserve

the harvested RF energy. Due to the lack of self-control energy manage-

ment mechanism for the embedded sensor, the harvested energy is consumed

quickly, and the system has to keep transmitting RF energy. Existing jobs

have proposed energy-saving methods for IoT wireless devices such as how

to put them in sleep mode and how to reduce transmission power. However,

they are not adaptive, and that would be an issue for a practical application.

In the thesis, an energy-saving algorithm is designed to adaptively manage

the transmission power of the device for uplink data transmission. The algo-

rithm balances the trade-off between the transmission power and the packet

loss rate. It finds the optimal transmission power to minimize the average

energy cost for uplink data transmission, which saves the harvested energy

to reduce the frequency of RF energy transmission to free more bandwidth

for wireless information.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a definition of a kind of internet connectivity,

which links various electronic, physical devices and provides a communication

platform to these devices. The IoT is widely involved in enterprise scenarios

such as factory, hospital and office building. By 2022, it is estimated that

there will be 2.1 billion devices deployed in enterprising IoT applications

[1]. As the primary purposes of these enterprising devices are monitoring

and control, considering the complex commercial and industrial environment,

the devices are generally deployed wirelessly. With the platform of the IoT

network, the multiple wireless technologies such as 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

and ZigBee can co-exist in the same network scenario or even in the same

23



1.1. Background 24

device [13].

In the enterprise scenario, a wireless technology, the Wireless Sensor Net-

work (WSN), it could be used as a part of the IoT network. It has the

advantages of the reliability of data transmission, low power consumption,

easy to generate an extensive network system and low-cost [14]. Due to the

advantages of WSN, hundreds or thousands of WSN devices can join the

same network. In addition, with the help of IoT platform, WSN devices

in the different network can be linked together. Based on the enterprise

scenario, most of the WSN devices are wireless sensors, switches or digital

controller. Their typical application scenarios are manufacturing shop, hos-

pital, office building, etc. In these scenarios, they are normally deployed in

a large-scale way and have to work all the time. Furthermore, most of them

are battery-powered devices, their energy resource is limited. Moreover, the

WSN system could not allow devices’ malfunction caused by lack of energy,

if the devices’ replied message is very critical. Hence, energy is one of the

main issues in WSNs. Due to the rapid increment of the WSN devices, it

brings challenges to energy management work for WSN devices, namely, the

battery replacement work rapidly increases.

According to the traditional methods, the strategy for reducing the work-

load of battery replacement is saving the battery energy. So far, some ap-

proaches have been proposed to minimize the energy usage of WSN devices.

The applied mechanisms are how to put the device into sleep mode [15] [16]

[17] in time and how to minimise the energy consumption caused by the most

energy-intensive peripherals such as Radio Frequency (RF) Power Amplifier
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(PA) circuitry [18], relays and LEDs. These approaches extend the lifetime of

the battery, and the battery replacement work becomes infrequent. However,

manual battery replacement work for WSN devices in a large scale network

is still costly. Furthermore, for some specific scenarios, the WSN devices

are deployed in some extreme environments such as on the roof, underneath

the floor, inside the boiler, etc. The battery replacement work is tough for

human beings. To reduce the frequency of battery replacement, the energy

harvesting system is proposed by researchers [19]. The system enables energy

self-management to the WSN devices.

During the last decade, many research efforts have been made on the en-

ergy harvesting technologies. In the aspect of the energy type to harvest and

its related harvesting methods, the widely applied instances are piezoelectric

energy [20] [21], solar energy [22] [23] [24], electromagnetic energy [25] [26]

and RF energy [27]. The piezoelectric energy can only generate while the

exogenetic force is applied to the piezoelectric device. Solar energy highly

depends on the sunshine. Electromagnetic energy harvesting technology re-

quires close contact for transmitter and receiver. In the thesis’s proposed

scenario, the energy receiver, namely, the IoT wireless sensors, are statically

deployed in the place people feel difficult to access. Normally, they are fitted

indoor where requires long charging distance. Hence, RF energy becomes the

optimal choice for the enterprise scenario proposed in this thesis. According

to the literature, the RF energy charging mechanisms can be summarized

into two methods. The first one is utilizing the ambient signal such as Wi-

Fi, digital TV, FM, etc [28]. The second one is using the customized RF

energy transmitter and frequency [29]. The RF energy transmitter is spe-
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cific designed by the researchers themselves. The frequency for sending the

RF energy is specially selected, which only depends on the hardware of the

transmitter. The frequency does not belong to any existing wireless network

system. In addition, some research efforts have been made on migrating

the RF energy harvesting technologies to the existing network system, which

aims to achieve a Data and Energy Integrated Network (DEIN) [30] [31] [32].

1.2 Motivation and Objectives

So far, according to the market, the Powercast company [7] who is the only

organization has developed a RF energy harvesting system in practice. They

have designed their RF energy transmitter and receiver from the beginning.

On the RF energy receiver, they develop an Integrated Circuit (IC) specific

for converting the RF energy to Direct Current (DC) energy with as high

as 75% RF-to-DC conversion efficiency. They use supercapacitor as the DC

energy storage, which reduces the charging time within one minute from 0

to 3.3 volts. They have customized the RF energy receiving antenna with a

gain of 6 dBi for greater sensitivity, which has the maximum charging dis-

tance of 14 meters. Their RF energy receiver is designed as an energy source

for electronic gadgets such as the WSN devices. However, RF energy trans-

mission is independent of the WSN devices’ network. The charging process

can’t be controlled via any network devices. Besides, it is difficult to apply

their RF energy harvesting solution to the existing WSN system as their

RF energy transmitter is independent. It cannot be set as a controllable
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part in the existing WSN system. Also, the existing WSN devices have to

be redesigned for embedding their ICs. According to the literature [11], if

utilizing the ambient RF signal as the RF energy, renovation work is only

needed on the WSN devices. For instance, RF-to-DC and energy manage-

ment circuitry could be equipped to the WSN devices for harvesting the RF

energy from the ambient signal. Then, the harvested energy could supply

the WSN devices. However, the ambient RF signal, such as the digital TV

signal, the microwave signal and the base station’s signal, is not ubiquitous

and controllable. It cannot supply stable and constant RF energy to the

WSN devices. As a result, on the hardware side, there is no ready-made

RF energy transmission/harvesting solution for automatically managing the

energy of WSN devices without human intervention.

Approaches [33] [34] [35] have been proposed by researchers to integrate

RF energy transmission and data communication in an existing network sce-

nario. [33] propose a DEIN system with a power splitting device equipped on

the receiver, which can receive both information and energy from the base

station continuously at the same time. [34] utilizes multi-sine waveforms for

energy transfer and their distinct peak-to-average-power-ratios for informa-

tion transmission. [35] uses joint transmit power and time-switching control

scheme for transmitting both RF energy and data. However, most of the

ideal is proposed based on theory. Hence, there is no existing standard for

managing the RF energy and data transmission for a practical a DEIN sys-

tem. Hence, the blank area of the hardware and the software for a DEIN

system motivates the thesis to investigate the approach for building a prac-

tical DEIN system and study the protocol and algorithm based on it. The
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objectives of the thesis are summarized as follows:

• Develop a practical DEIN system platform which integrates the RF en-

ergy transmission/harvesting and data communication. Different from

the existing works, the thesis aims to practically design a controllable

ambient RF energy resource, which can be controlled by the thesis’s

designed algorithms running in the DEIN system. The experiment

platform is used for evaluating the thesis’s designed algorithms.

• Implement a adaptive energy management mechanism to linked WSN

devices. Develop relevant software based on the practical IoT sys-

tem platform. Design protocols for the DEIN system and the WSN

devices to exchange energy-related information. Design protocols for

controlling the RF energy resource. With the help of these specially

designed protocols, the Data and Energy Integrated Network Trans-

mitter (DEINT) will dynamically adjust its RF energy transmission

according to the periodic report of the energy-hungry degree from the

DEINR.

• Implement the algorithm for better throughput of wireless information.

Furthermore, to achieve an energy-efficient DEIN system, the thesis

aims to maximize the efficiency of RF energy utilization. As most of

the harvested energy is utilized for uplink data transmission, the thesis

aims to minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink

data. Moreover, implement the energy-saving algorithm for harvested

energy.
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1.3 Problem Statement

On the hardware side, the essential problem for building the DEIN system

is how to provide stable and controllable RF energy to WSN devices. Pow-

ercast [7] uses customized RF energy transmitter and frequency. They use

supercapacitor to store the harvested energy. However, they haven’t realized

a self-management mechanism to maintain the supercapacitor’s voltage level.

They have to charge the receiver all the time as their RF energy transmitter

is manually controlled. [36] uses rechargeable batteries to store the harvested

RF energy. The charging time could be an issue as the time to charge to the

battery to full is not clarified in their system evaluation. Hence, how to store

and manage the harvested RF energy deserves to be considered. On the soft-

ware side, [37] uses a dedicated power beacon transmitter. Time slots for RF

energy transmission are scheduled by software. However, he hasn’t realized a

closed-loop to adaptively adjust the schedule according to the receiver’s en-

ergy level. Other existing jobs only propose theoretical methods. Hence, how

to practically achieve a self-control (adaptive)) energy management mecha-

nism for the WSN devices deserves to be considered. For instance, how to

achieve the feedback of the WSN devices’ energy level. How to adaptively

adjust the RF energy transmission if the DEIN system has received the feed-

back. A feedback-based synchronization scheme is proposed in [38] to correct

the sleep clock of the WSN system. The scheme is realized based on their de-

signed protocol achieved by their customized communication packets. Since

there is no related protocol work for the DEIN system, the protocol is re-

quired to adaptively control the RF energy transmission according to the
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feedback of the WSN devices’ energy level. Consequently, how to design the

packet format for the protocol deserves to be considered. Also, to achieve

a high-efficiency protocol, the packet size needs to be designed as short as

possible but contains sufficient information.

Migrating the RF energy transmission to the existing network may affect

the existing data communication. The RF energy transmission may share

the system resource with the data communication. On the transmitter side,

if RF energy and wireless data are transmitted through a device with a sin-

gle RF source, they have to share the transmission channel and cannot be

transmitted at the same time. The time resource must be allocated for sep-

arating them, and the original bandwidth for data communication is partly

occupied by the RF energy transmission. Related works have been proposed

in [39] [35] [40]. But they are based on a cellular network scenario, which can-

not be applied to the practical WSN based DEIN system. If the RF energy

transmitter is independent of the data function devices, their behaviours still

need to be scheduled as the RF energy may bring interference to the data

communication. On the receiver side, if the RF energy harvesting system

and the data transmission/receiving circuitry are combined, the time must

be allocated for activating them by turns [41]. Improper allocation method

will affect the balance between RF energy harvesting and data transmission.

For instance, the harvested energy can’t afford the energy usage for data

transmission or the speed of data transmission must be slow down due to

the energy harvesting is not timely. As a summary, the problem of how to

migrate the RF energy transmission to the existing network without affecting

its current performance is raised.
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Furthermore, the energy consumption will be increased as the energy

conversion efficiency for RF-to-DC is quite low. It isn’t avoidable as the

hardware determines the energy conversion efficiency, and the fading loss in

the air can’t be avoided. Related works are proposed in [42] [43] [44]. They

consider how to minimize the transmission power to minimize the energy

consumption of RF energy transmission. However, they didn’t consider the

efficiency to utilize the transmitted RF energy. In addition, the harvested

DC energy in the WSN devices is worth treasuring. All the behaviours of the

WSN devices will depend on it. Energy-saving works such as putting WSN

devices into sleep mode [45] [46] and reducing transmission power [47] [48] are

designed for battery-powered WSN devices. Besides, they are not designed

for a practical adaptively system. Hence, how to save the harvested RF

energy for the DEIN system deserves to be considered.

1.4 Contributions

1.4.1 A Self-management DEIN System

A self-management DEIN system is designed in the thesis, which is also an

instance of IoT system. The DEIN system consists of a Wi-Fi-based Wire-

less Local Area Network (WLAN) and a ZigBee-based WSN. In hardware,

the DEINT is designed through applying hardware modification to the tra-

ditional ZigBee router device. A high-gain RF PA is equipped to the RF

terminal of the ZigBee router. The Data and Energy Integrated Network
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Receiver (DEINR) is designed to replace the batteries of the ZigBee end-

device with an RF energy harvesting adaptor. All the involved devices are

designed from Printed Circuit Board (PCB). In software, a central control

system is designed for managing the DEIN system. All connected devices

can share information via the central control system. Also, it enables system

users to access information about connected devices.

The RF energy transmission is achieved by transmitting customized Zig-

Bee packets via the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry. The energy enhanced ZigBee

packet is treated as the Energy Packet (EP), which are specifically designed

for the RF energy harvesting adaptor of the DEINR. The typical wireless

packets with normal energy are recognized as the Data Packet (DP). The

DEINR can only harvest the RF energy from the EPs and convert them into

DC energy stored in a supercapacitor. Furthermore, the thesis proposes an

adaptive energy management mechanism for the battery-less DEINR. With

the help of the mechanism, the voltage level of the supercapacitor on the

DEINR is maintained within a range from 2.9 to 4.0 volts, which prevents

the DEINR from power off. With a specially designed energy management

protocol, the DEINT will dynamically adjust its RF energy transmission ac-

cording to the periodic report of the energy-hungry degree from the DEINR.

Different from the existing related works who utilizes the ambient RF energy

resource or uses customized RF energy transmitter and frequency, the thesis

proposed self-management DEIN system designs a stable and controllable

ambient RF energy resource. It enables fully automatic energy management

to the battery-less DEINR.
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1.4.2 Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm to Maximize

the Throughput of Wireless Information

Based on the self-management DEIN system, a scheduling cycle model is

designed to organize EPs and DPs transmission. During a scheduling cycle,

an EP is transmitted at the beginning. After that, the remaining time in

the scheduling cycle is left for DPs transmission. The DEIN system will

cautiously repeat the scheduling cycle, which allocates time slots for the RF

energy transmission and data communication. Due to the scheduling cycle

mechanism, the bandwidth was for data transmission is partly occupied by

the EPs transmission. Hence, an idea is proposed in this thesis that is always

transmitting the minimum required RF energy to charge the DEINR.

The amount of transmitted RF energy during each scheduling cycle is

based on the packet size of the EP, and the length of the scheduling cycle.

To estimate the relationship between the initial transmitted RF energy and

the final increased DC energy in the DEINR, a training process involving

four sets of RF energy charging experiments are carried out. Based on the

collected experimental data, the mathematical expression is concluded to

quantify the relationship between the increased amount of DC energy in the

DEINR’s supercapacitor and the parameters of the scheduling cycle. Then,

a bandwidth allocation algorithm is designed with the help of the energy

conversion equation. In the practical DEIN system, the DEINR reports its

rated power to the system periodically. The report is recognized as an in-

put to the algorithm, which indicates the minimum energy requirement of the
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DEINR. Then, the algorithm can calculate the optimal bandwidth allocation

factors to configure the scheduling cycle. The allocated bandwidth for RF en-

ergy transmission, namely transmitting EPs, just meets the minimum energy

requirement of the DEINR. Consequently, the bandwidth for DPs transmis-

sion, namely, the throughput of wireless information, is maximized. As a

summary, according to the experimental results, the bandwidth for trans-

mitting DPs with the bandwidth allocation algorithm is 61.77% higher than

the cases without, and the throughput of wireless information is significantly

improved.

1.4.3 Resource Allocation Algorithm for

Energy-Efficient DEIN

According to the so far proposed DEIN system, the energy conversion ef-

ficiency from the DEINT to the DEINR is quite low. It is inevitable that

the RF energy loss in the air. Also, RF-to-DC efficiency is determined by

the hardware characters. To the DEINR, the only energy source is the RF

energy. Hence, to achieve an energy-efficient DEIN system, the thesis aims

to maximize the efficiency of RF energy utilization. As most of the har-

vested DC energy is utilized for uplink data transmission, the thesis aims to

minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink data.

Based on the thesis’s proposed topology involving multiple DEINRs, a

new RF energy transmission method is designed. Related works [49] [37]

who have built a practical RF energy transmission use a static directional
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antenna to face the receiver directly. Normally, their system only consists of

a single RF energy receiver. To transmit RF energy to multiple DEINRs,

the DEINT’s transmission (directional) antenna is designed with a rotation

function. The DEINT can rotate its transmission antenna opposite to every

DEINR to charge them in different time slots. Besides, a time allocation

model is designed to organize the RF energy transmission and uplink data

transmission in different time slots for all devices in the DEIN system. During

the RF energy transmission process, a series of EPs are transmitted to a

target DEINR. After harvesting the RF energy from the EPs, the DEINR will

immediately utilize the just-harvested energy for uplink data transmission.

Also, the process of uplink data transmission will run out the just-harvested

energy for transmitting as much uplink data as possible.

Based on the time allocation model, a resource allocation algorithm is

proposed and evaluated. It is designed to allocate the optimal time for RF

energy transmission and the uplink data transmission for each DEINR. Also,

it works out the optimal transmission power of the DEINT. With the algo-

rithm, the numeric results show that the system’s energy consumption per bit

of uplink data is minimized, which maximizes the DEIN system’s efficiency

of RF energy utilization.
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1.4.4 Adaptive Energy-Saving Algorithm to Minimize

the DEINR’s Energy Usage

The harvested energy will be stored in a supercapacitor. To save the har-

vested energy, an energy-saving algorithm is proposed by the thesis. It aims

to reduce the DEINR’s energy consumption to lengthen the lifetime of the

battery-free WSN device. Different from the related works, the thesis’s pro-

posed energy-saving algorithm is adaptive for the practical DEIN system. As

the most energy of the WSN device is consumed by radio function, reducing

its transmission power will therefore reduce the energy consumption of the

WSN device. However, the transmitted packet could be lost due to the low

transmission power. If the packet transmission is failed, the WSN device will

take a maximum waiting time to wait for a non-existent Acknowledgement

(ACK) packet. The waiting time is much longer than the ACK waiting time

after a successful packet transmission. Since the DEINR has to switch on

the radio function for receiving the expected ACK packet during the waiting

time, the longer waiting time caused by the failed packet transmission results

in more energy consumption on radio function. Hence, the thesis proposes a

mathematical model to represent the DEINR’s average energy consumption

by considering the transmission power and the packet loss rate. Based on

the model, an energy-saving algorithm is designed to adaptively adjust the

DEINR’s transmission power (configured by setting the transmission current

of the hardware), which minimizes the DEINR’s average energy consump-

tion. According to the hardware characters, radio function for transmission

consumes more energy than receiving. Although extra energy is consumed
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for waiting ACK due to the failed packet transmission, the algorithm will

save more energy by reducing DEINR’s transmission power. As a result, the

algorithm balances the trade-off between the DEINR’s transmission power

and the packet loss rate. It reduces the transmission power to slightly sac-

rifice the packet receive rate, which obtains the minimum average energy

consumption for the battery-less WSN device.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, a detailed survey is presented. Firstly, it introduces off-the-

shift energy harvesting technologies. Then, the RF energy charging meth-

ods are introduced and summarised. Thereafter, the approaches to combine

RF energy transmission/harvesting and wireless information communication

are summarised. Then, the resource allocation mechanisms and algorithms

for throughput maximization and energy consumption minimization are re-

viewed. Finally, the energy-saving mechanisms for minimizing the energy

consumption on the energy harvester side are summarised.

In Chapter 3, the architecture of the self-management DEIN system is

introduced involving the role of each connected device. Then, the hardware

structure of each designed device is described in details. Thereafter , a de-

signed software framework for the proposed DEIN system is introduced as

well as the control protocol for the adaptive energy management mechanism.
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Finally, the experiments for transmitting both RF energy and wireless data

are carried out, and the performance of the DEIN system is analysed.

In Chapter 4, firstly, the scheduling cycle model and the RF energy trans-

mission and harvesting model are introduced. Then, it describes the details

of the derivation process of the energy conversion equation as well as the uti-

lized experimental methods. Thereafter, the designed bandwidth allocation

algorithm is described. Finally, it shows the experimental results to prove

the energy conversion equation and the benefit of the bandwidth allocation

algorithm.

In Chapter 5, firstly, a multiple DEINRs based DEIN topology is pro-

posed. Then, based on the topology, system models which are energy es-

timation model and time allocation model are proposed. In addition, the

problem of how to minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of up-

link data is proposed. Thereafter, the method and related algorithm to solve

the proposed problem is described. Finally, it evaluates the performance of

the algorithm, and the numeric results prove its validity.

In Chapter 6, firstly, the energy consumption model is proposed for es-

timating the energy cost for both successful and failed packet transmission.

Based on the model, the average energy consumption for packet transmission

is estimated. Then, an energy-saving algorithm is proposed to minimize the

average energy consumption. Finally, the experimental results evaluate the

performance of the algorithm.

In Chapter 7, the achievements of the thesis are summarised, and some
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future research directions are identified.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Energy Harvesting Technologies

The development of the DEIN system designed for IoT scenario is structured

by utilizing existing energy harvesting technologies. In this section, several

most commonly used energy harvesting technologies are introduced as well

as their applications. Finally, the comparison is made among these energy

harvesting technologies, and the advantages and disadvantages are discussed.

2.1.1 Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting

The piezoelectric material is specially made by using two parallel metal plates

filled with the Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) in between [50]. The electricity

40
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Figure 2.1: Piezoelectric harvester with a substrate and two electrodes [8]

is generated due to the piezoelectric effect by pressing the metal plates, which

converts mechanical energy to electric energy. A cantilevered piezoelectric

energy harvester described in [51] is designed to trigger the resonance by the

external vibration at a specific frequency. The resonance repeatedly bends

the cantilevered piezoelectric material to generate the electricity, which can

be harvested by a power management circuit. The resonant frequency can be

adjusted by putting different tip mass on the edge of the cantilever. Eventu-

ally, three piezoelectric energy harvesters are respectively designed with 115,

120 and 125 Hz resonant frequency to match the broadband characteristics

of the WSN in their application scenario, and the results show there is un-

remitting voltage output from the set of harvesters in the frequency band

of their WSN system. The piezoelectric energy harvester is also commonly

used in the vibrative environment. The cantilevered piezoelectric energy

harvester is utilized in [52] to power the wireless sensors in the running vehi-

cle. According to the vibration frequency tested when the vehicle is running
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Figure 2.2: The dynamic offset parabolic mirrored reflector dish aided solar

energy harvester [9]

at a speed of 90 km/h, its resonant frequency is adjusted to 15 Hz, which

outputs an average power of 3µW eventually. Another application of the

piezoelectric energy harvester is proposed in [53], which is used for powering

the sensor nodes to monitor the aircraft structural health. The Macro-Fibre

Composite material is used for making the harvester. Therefore, it can be

integrated with the wing structure and bear the most potent strain. Hence,

the vibration from the wing causes the vibration to the harvester.

2.1.2 Solar Energy Harvesting

The silicon-based solar cell is the critical material for converting solar energy

into electric energy [54]. Most of solar energy harvesting systems focus on the

traffic sign and signal system [55], outdoor lighting [56] [57], spacecraft [58],
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and personal power station [59]. However, there are still some attempts to

utilize the solar energy harvesting technology for charging the network gad-

gets [60]. The solar photovoltaic cell employed in [61] is to harvest solar

energy for WSN node. A sun position tracking technique is proposed by cal-

culating the solar angle and position to adjust a gear and spring driver, which

keeps the solar panel always facing the sun directly. As a result, according to

the simulation result, the solar energy harvesting system can output average

power of 37.5 µW to the WSN node. Compared to the traditional static solar

panel, a dynamic offset parabolic mirrored reflector dish is introduced in [9]

to increase the harvesting efficiency. In order to enhance the stability for con-

tinually generating the electric power, the solar tracking system is designed

for rotating the solar dish to face the sun based on the local solar time. Even-

tually, the proposed system can generate an average output voltage of 7.822

volts and a current of 6.144 milliamperes to the connected power regulator,

which is 81 per cent more efficient than the static solar panel system.

2.1.3 Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting

The electromagnetic energy harvesting technology introduced in this section

is based on the inductive charging technology [62] [63], which is widely used

in the smartphone and smartwatch nowadays. It is typically implemented

by the coupling circuit, which mainly consists of two coils. The electromag-

netic field is generated on one coil by applying a high-frequency current,

and the energy is transferred to the other coil by electromagnetic induc-

tion [64]. A typical application is embedding this technology into near-field
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Figure 2.3: The coupling circuit based electromagnetic charging system [10]

communication (NFC) system [65]. The two induction coils are designed as

flat spiral and fitted in pads, and the charging frequency is set to 130 kHz.

Considering the charging efficiency affected by the placement and alignment

variation between the two coil pads, the energy transmission pad is designed

as a cognitive wireless charger, which can control the operation frequency

adaptively based on the implicit feed to optimize the energy transmission

performance [66] [67]. Not only limited to the small devices, a high power

inductive charging system is designed in [68] for electric taxi vehicles. The

energy transmission coil, namely, the primary coil, is embedded in the street,

which is designed as a charging station. The secondary coil is placed under-

neath the vehicle for harvesting the electromagnetic energy when it is in the

station. The charging frequency is set to 20 kHz, and the transferred power

is up to 200 kW, which eventually provide an overall efficiency of nearly 69%.
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Figure 2.4: The RF energy harvester to harvest wireless energy from multi-

carrier wireless digital TV signals broadcasted from the Tokyo TV tower [11]

2.1.4 RF Energy Harvesting

The RF energy harvesting technology refers to harvest energy from RF waves,

which is usually applied for far-field charging scenario. The energy source

can be the existing RF signals in the air, such as digital TV, GSM, FM,

Wi-Fi, etc. In order to harvest the energy from a standard signal source,

the harvester is designed to match its specific frequency. For instance, a

harvester for collecting energy form 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi signal is designed in [69],

which consists of a 2.4 GHz antenna, a matching network circuit, a rectifier,

a power converter and a rechargeable battery. The load of the harvester is
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the microcontroller and the sensors, which derives energy from the recharge-

able battery. In order to maximize the harvested RF energy, some attempts

are made at the harvester side to increase the energy conversion efficiency.

A rectenna designed by using 2 × 2 circuit waveguide array antenna is pro-

posed in [29], which is for harvesting RF energy from 1.8 GHz GSM signal.

Furthermore, the pump-charge circuit is designed for capturing more RF en-

ergy, which is sensitive to minimum −10 dBm. Not only the standard RF

signal,but the manmade RF waves with customized radiation frequency can

be used as RF energy source [70]. A customized RF power transmitter is de-

veloped by Powercast company, which can broadcast meaningless RF waves

at 915 MHz with 3 W transmission power. Also, the harvester is designed for

receiving energy from the RF waves around that frequency, and the charging

distance can be several meters.

2.1.5 Comparison of Energy Harvesting Technologies

The piezoelectric and solar energy harvesting technologies have sufficient

energy conversion efficiency to supply wireless sensors. However, they highly

depend on the external environment. The piezoelectric material generates

electricity based on the vibration, and the solar cell needs sunlight to activate.

Hence, they are not suitable for charging the wireless sensors in our IoT

scenario as our sensors are motionlessly deployed indoor or in a concealed

place. The electromagnetic energy harvesting technology has the best energy

conversion efficiency, but the nearest charging distance requirement. The RF

energy harvesting technology can meet the far-field charging requirement.
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Furthermore, both the ubiquitous ambient RF signal and the manmade signal

can be the energy source. Moreover, many optimization designs have been

made at the harvester side to enhance the energy harvesting efficiency, which

is able to meet the energy demand of our IoT sensors. As a result, the RF

energy harvesting technology is our optimal choice for structuring our DEIN

system.

2.2 RF Energy Charging Methods

An RF energy harvesting system at least consists of an RF energy trans-

mitter and a harvester. Designing the harvester relies on the transmitter

as the matching circuit on the receiver is designed based on the centre fre-

quency of the RF waves from the transmitter. By investigating various RF

energy transmitters in state of the art, the approaches of the transmitters

can be classified into two aspects, utilizing the ambient RF signal from the

environmental wireless signal transmitter and using customized RF energy

transmitter and frequency.

2.2.1 Utilize The Ambient RF Signal

Some instances to harvest the ambient TV, AM and FM signal are described

in [28] [71]. In [11], an instance is described to harvest the ambient digital

TV signal in urban area. The harvested energy is able to power a designed

battery-less embedded sensor-platform. The digital-TV broadcasts are de-
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signed to beam out long-duration TV programs with broader coverage in

the most urban areas. The receiving antenna is specially designed to fit the

maximum gain in the 500 MHz to 600 MHz bandwidth range, which is to

match the wireless spectrum of the chosen digital-TV signal. Behind the

antenna interface, an RF to DC charge-pump is designed by employing five-

stage half-wave rectifier circuits, which contains ten Schottky diodes in total.

As a result, the RF energy receiver, the antenna together with the RF to

DC charge-pump, is tested with the sensitivity of −14.6 dBm (4.67 µW) car-

rier wave. The sensing peripherals on the microcontroller can be successfully

powered under the peak carrier power level of −7 dBm (199.5 µW) within the

6.3 Km charging distance from the TV tower.

Some research efforts are made to harvest ambient microwave signals [72]

[73] [74] [75]. For instance, a system to harvest energy from the ubiquitous

Wi-Fi signal is described in [76]. In order to harvest the only 100µW RF

signal from the Wi-Fi router, an integrated antenna array is designed. Each

antenna is designed as a planar patch, which has the same size as a coin. On

the back of each planar patch antenna, the signal-stage full-wave Greinacher

circuit [77], namely, the rectifier is deployed for rectifying the sinusoidal signal

from each antenna. To combine the DC energy from each rectifier, a power

management module is designed to regulate all the DC inputs, and output

a stable voltage of 1.8 V to power on the sensors. The module consists of

a charge pump IC and a step-up regulator, which are S882Z from Seiko

Instruments and AS1310 from AMS respectively. As a summary, the RF

energy harvester has a minimum −40 dBm RF power sensitivity and outputs

a typical 10 µA current.
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Since the ambient RF signal is used as the energy source, the core of the

charging system is the RF energy harvester as there is no way to interfere

the ambient RF signal, and the design of the harvester needs to cater the

characters of the energy source. Therefore, this RF energy harvesting system

relies on the external RF resource, and the signal strength of the RF resource

must fulfil the minimum receiving sensitivity of the harvester. In order to

overcome the dependence on the external RF resource, some approaches are

introduced in the following section to develop dedicated RF resources.

2.2.2 Using Customized RF Energy Transmitter And

Frequency

Some approaches have been made on developing dedicated circuits for get-

ting specific frequency as RF energy source [29] [78] [79] [80]. A dedicated

RF resource based on ultra-wideband retro-reflective beamforming is pro-

posed in [49]. This charging system module has multiple antenna elements

distributed in space evenly. The harvester sends short impulses regularly to

the distributed antennas. According to the received impulse at each antenna,

a radar tracking system is employed to locate the position of the harvester.

Thereafter, the antenna elements jointly construct beamforming to the tar-

get harvester according to the detected location. This dedicated RF source,

the beamforming, can efficiently combat some space energy losses due to

wireless channel attenuation, which increase the charging efficiency. Another

dedicated RF source, the power beacon, is proposed in [37]. The charging

system uses a dedicated power beacon transmitter, which consists of a signal
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generator(Tektronix TSG-4104A), an RF amplifier(RFMD RF2173), a Yagi

antenna(Laird PC904N) and an FPGA module. The 920 MHz RF signal is

from the signal generator, and its transmission power is substantially en-

hanced while the RF signal is passed through the RF amplifier. After that,

the enhance RF signal is moved to the antenna. The FPGA module gener-

ates a PWM signal to the enable pin of the RF amplifier, which produces

the on-and-off RF signal, namely, the power beacon, to the antenna. At the

harvester side, the harvester module, the P1110 from Powercast, is employed

to draw the energy from the power beacons. The supercapacitor is used

to store the converted DC energy from the harvester module, which pow-

ers a connected sensor module. A ready-made RF energy transmitter, the

TX91501 from Powercast company, is used for a WSN based RF energy har-

vesting system [81]. The P2110 energy harvester is equipped for each WSN

node, which is also a ready-made device from Powercast company. A testbed

that consists of multiple RF energy harvester aided WSN nodes, an energy

transmitter, a synchronizer is implemented. The energy transmitter gener-

ates RF waves at 915Mhz, and the RF energy harvester embedded in the

WSN nodes is sensitive to the same frequency. A sink-synchronized polling

approach is proposed to optimize the usage of the harvested energy for each

sensor node. The synchronizer operates as a coordinator, which broadcasts

the synchronizer frame to control the duration of activating each WSN node

according to their estimated harvested energy.
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2.2.3 Summary of Comparison

The RF energy charging method, utilizing the ambient RF signal, requires

the harvesting system to be more sensitive to the signal strength of the

external RF energy resource. Due to the uncertainty of the external RF

energy resource, the second charging method, using customized RF energy

transmitter and frequency, provides a more stable RF energy resource to the

harvesting system. However, the customized transmitter brings more cost for

upgrading the existing system. Furthermore, the customized RF frequency

may interfere with the traditional wireless communication in or around the

current system as the transmitter generally uses high transmission power.

Moreover, it’s difficult to merge the propagated RF waves to the communi-

cation protocol of the current system as the customized RF wave does not

contain any meaningful information. Hence, controlling the RF energy re-

source is only through the on-off management to the RF energy transmitter.

The thesis’s designed RF energy harvesting system embraces the advantages

of both charging methods, which utilizes a controllable ambient RF signal.

The system is designed according to the ZigBee based WSN system. With

merely upgrading the hardware of the ZigBee router by way of embedding an

RF amplifier to its baseboard, the router can work as an RF energy trans-

mitter. At the ZigBee end-device side, an RF energy harvester designed as

an adapter is equipped on the device, which replaces the batteries to power

the primary circuit. To the harvester, the available RF resource to harvest

is the controllable ambient ZigBee signal from the ZigBee router. The RF

energy resource, the RF waves sent through the RF PA, is generated by
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modulating thesis’s designed application data packets, which complies with

the standard ZigBee protocol. Hence, the RF waves sent from the energy

transmitter belongs to the ZigBee packets but with enhanced signal strength,

and they do not interfere with the existing wireless communication as they

are organized by the ZigBee protocol. Furthermore, the RF energy resource

can be controlled by managing the duration and the frequency of sending the

thesis’s designed application data packets. Moreover, the designed applica-

tion data packets also contain the information of the current charging state,

and they contribute to the thesis’s designed RF charging protocol, which

is friendly merged to the existing ZigBee protocol to achieve the adaptive

charging management.

2.3 Simultaneous Wireless Information and

Power Transfer

To achieve architecture of the DEIN, the technology of Simultaneous Wireless

Information and Power Transfer (SWIPT) is critical. In order to deal with the

integrated information and power based on the SWIPT, three splitter based

receiver architectures are illustrated in which the signal is split into spatial,

power and time domains, respectively. Apart from different signal splitting

approaches, these three receiver architectures share the other components in

common. After being received by the receiver, the RF signal is split into

two parallel flows. One is for energy reception, where the rectifier plays an

essential role in converting the RF signal to DC before it can be stored in the
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receiver’s battery. The other is for conventional information reception, where

the RF signal is transformed from the passband to the baseband for further

demodulation and decoding operations before it arrives at the information

destination. Due to the signal splitting operation, the tradeoff between the

energy reception and the information reception clearly exists. An optimal

signal splitting approach in order to serve different purposes is crucial for the

design of a splitter based receiver architecture. Next, the implementation of

three typical splitting approaches will be studied, namely the Spatial Switch-

ing (SS), the Power Splitting (PS) and the Time Switching (TS). Without

loss of generality, the splitting factor is denoted as ρ(0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), which

indicates that a portion ρ of the RF signal will be invoked for delivering the

energy and the rest (1−ρ) of the RF signal will be invoked for delivering the

information.

2.3.1 Splitting Data and Energy Based on Spatial

Splitting Model

In the SS based receiver, as shown in Fig.2.5, the signal is split by allo-

cating the different number of antennas at the receiver for the energy and

information receptions, respectively. For the implementation of the SS based

receiver, the antenna selection on the receiver side has to be jointly opti-

mised as well as the transmit power allocation on the transmitter side so

as to achieve the maximum information rate subject to the requirement of

the energy reception. For example, in [82], by invoking an antenna selection

scheme and the interference alignment technique, the authors partitioned the
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Figure 2.5: Three signal splitting based receiver architecture for devices in

DEINs: (a) Spatial splitting based receiver architecture;(b) Power splitting

based receiver architecture; and (c) Time switching based receiver architec-

ture.

received signal into two orthogonal spaces in order to achieve simultaneous

information and energy transfer. In [83], the problem was formulated as a

joint optimisation of both the antenna selection and the transmit covariance

matrix design in order to achieve the maximum information rate subject to
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the energy harvesting constraint.

2.3.2 Splitting Data and Energy Based on Power

Splitting Model

In the PS based receiver, the signal is split by the power splitters for realising

the independent energy and information receptions, as illustrated in Fig.2.5

With the aid of the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system, the

transmission of several independent information flows can be realised and

hence substantially increase the information throughput. In order to ex-

tract energy from these independent information flows, each receive antenna

should be equipped with a power splitter. These power splitters are capable

of adaptively tuning themselves to conceive specific splitting factors. As a

result, for the implementation of the PS based receiver, it has to jointly op-

timise the splitting factors for each antenna on the receiver side as well as

the transmit power allocation on the transmitter side so as to achieve the

balance between the information rate and the energy reception. For example,

the authors of [84] focused their attention on the impact of channel estima-

tion on the performance of integrated data and energy transfer by jointly

designing the PS factor as well as the duration of both the training phase

and the transmission phase. Furthermore, the authors of [85] extended the

point-to-point scenario to a multi-relay cooperative network. They proposed

a harvest-use-store PS relaying strategy with distributed beam-forming for

wireless-powered multi-relay cooperative networks. Wang et al. [86] propose

a joint power allocation and splitting for data and energy integrated system
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over such channels with the objective of maximizing the achievable data rate

with constraints on the delivered energy. It helps the data and energy inte-

grated system in vehicular networks to extend the lifetime of sensors installed

on vehicles and roadside units.

Furthermore, several existing works focus on the circuit design for a prac-

tical power splitter of high performance. For example, the authors of [87]

proposed a 1-V wideband CMOS phase and power splitter with an RLC net-

work load and frequency compensation capacitor. This power splitter could

only produce a 7 degree error for phase and 1.4 dB power imbalance. The

authors of [88] presented a V-band active one-to-four power splitter in 90 nm

LP CMOS process for phased-array transmitter. In their power splitter, 0.75

dB power imbalance and 4.3 degree phase error were achieved.

2.3.3 Splitting Data and Energy Based on Time

Splitting Model

In the TS based receiver, the signal is split in the time domain by a time

switcher for the independent energy and information receptions, as illustrated

in Fig.2.5c. For its practical implementation, it is only needed to partition

a typical transmission frame into two parts, namely the energy transfer sub-

frame and the information transfer sub-frame dedicated for the energy and

information receptions respectively. However, having diverse TS factors for

each antenna is not quite realistic since this operation may result in the

mismatch of the RF signals received by the independent channels, which may
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significantly complicate the subsequent signal and energy processing. As a

result, all the antennas on the receiver side are assumed to have identical

TS factors. Therefore, for the implementation of the TS based receiver, it

has to jointly optimise both the power allocation on the transmitter side and

the TS factors on the receiver side in order to achieve the balance between

the information rate and the energy reception. For example, the authors of

[89] studied the trade-off between energy consumption and the transmission

delay by proposing a dynamic algorithm for optimally allocating the transmit

power and deciding the TS factor. In [90], the authors maximised the end-

to-end achievable information rate in the decode-and-forward relay network

by jointly optimising both the transmit power and the TS factor. Al-habob

et al. [91] propose a modified time-switching relaying protocol for dual-hop

relay networks with data and energy integrated technique. They consider a

dual-hop multi-destination relay network where the DF relay node has no

embedded power source, and thus needs to harvest energy from the source

signal. In such system, the transmission power of the relay depends on the

source-relay channel and it is less compared to that of the source. They

propose a modified time-switching relaying protocol that reduces the outage

threshold of the second hop and consequently enhances the overall system

performance. Khan et al. [92] propose a time switching based D2D link

energy efficiency maximization approach for devices enabled with data and

energy integrated system.They have divided the time frame into three sub-

slots for optimum trade-off between EH and ID.
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2.4 Resource allocation for DEIN

At present, the DEIN receiver of the achieved DEIN system is always de-

signed as the battery-free mode. The kind of architecture used for the DEIN

receiver does not affect the result. As the DEIN receiver powered by the har-

vested energy is only for a short period; Consequently, the harvested energy

only gives the limited lifetime to the receiver. The higher network output

requires the DEIN receiver to deal with more data during a unit time. When

the DEIN receiver needs to upload and download more data, it consumes

more harvested energy as well as reducing the lifetime of the receiver. If it

takes more time to transmit energy at the DEIN transmitter side, the lifetime

of the DEIN receiver can be lengthened. However, it can lead to more en-

ergy consumption. Excessive energy transmission causes unnecessary energy

consumption if the DEIN receiver needs less energy than the energy actually

received. Some RF energy is weakened before energy reaching to the receiver

side. In addition, the transmitter’s data throughput can be affected by allo-

cating more communication resource such as transmission power, frequency

band to energy transmission, and so on. Thus accordingly, there are tradeoffs

among the harvested energy, transmitter’s energy consumption and network

data throughput. When considering these tradeoffs to improve network per-

formance, research and studies have been made on communication resource

allocation. In the following section, three aspects are discussed based on the

aim of the resource allocation schemes. The three aspects are throughput

maximisation, fairness and energy consumption minimization.
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2.4.1 Throughput Maximization

Both Zhou et al. [93] and Yin & Qu [94] have investigated the maximisation

of the total throughput of multiple DEIN receivers subject to a minimum

requirement on the energy harvested, and subject to a peak and/or total

transmission power constraint in the downlink of a multi-UE Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system. Notably, the weighted

sum-rate of all DEIN receivers has been maximised in [93], and it is used for

guaranteeing the fairness among all the DEIN receivers; Meanwhile, the max-

imising the conventional sum-rate has been the objective in [94]. By contrast,

the DEIN receivers at conventional Wireless Information Transmitter (WIT)

networks only receive data information from BSs. It is assumed by Zhou et

al. [93] and Yin & Qu [94] that the DEIN receivers may extract both data and

energy from their received RF signals synchronously. Zhou et al. [93] have

considered both Time Division Multiple Address (TDMA) and Orthogonal

Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) in terms of having access to

multiple DEIN receivers. In the TDMA protocol scenario, the DEIN receivers

use time switching based receiver architectures to receive the requested data

simultaneously and charge the batteries. The optimal power allocation and

the optimal splitting factors of time switching based receivers are determined

dependent on Lagrange duality [93]. In the OFDMA protocol scenario, the

DEIN receivers use power splitting based receiver architectures. The au-

thors have put forward an iterative algorithm in order to optimise both the

power and the sub-carrier allocation. The optimal splitting factors of power

splitting based receivers are obtained when the algorithm converges. Fur-
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thermore, Yin & Qu [94] have proposed a sub-carrier separation scheme the

information and energy are transferred separately on different sub-carriers.

The sum-rate optimisation has been formulated as a mixed-integer program-

ming problem. When both optimal and suboptimal solutions have been got,

they are compared to the time switching based scheme of [93]. In summary

of the aforementioned studies, the sub-carrier separation scheme performs

better than the time switching based scheme, especially when the DEIN re-

ceivers require higher energy.

Another study has been carried out by Wang and Brown [95], who has

studied the sum-throughput maximisation problem by optimally allocating

the time duration for the downlink Wireless Energy Transmitter (WET)

and for the uplink WIT. The “harvest-then-transmit protocol” is advocated

for the batteryless DEIN receivers. In this protocol, the DEIN receivers

first harvest energy emitted by a Base Station (BS) during its downlink

transmission and then upload their data information to the BS in a TDMA

manner during their uplink transmission by exploiting the energy harvested

from the BS. Though Wang and Brown [95] have firstly solved the sum-

throughput maximisation problem, the doubly near-far phenomenon exists

in the “harvest-then-transmit protocol” aided system. In this system, a DEIN

receiver far from the BS receives less energy than a DEIN receiver close to

the BS, but this DEIN receiver has to transmit at a higher power during its

uplink transmission in order to achieve the same information rate because

that its peer close to the BS. As a result, more resources have to be allocated

to the DEIN receivers closer to the BS than to those far away from the BS, so

that it can achieve the maximum sum-throughput. Obviously, this allocation
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scheme ignores the fairness among DEIN receivers, since the DEIN receivers

far away from the BS obtain limited resources to accomplish their uplink

transmissions.

2.4.2 Fairness

Besides the sum-throughput, fairness is another important metric that needs

to be considered in resource allocation for the integrated WET and WIT.

In [96] and [95], the minimum uplink throughput among all the DEIN re-

ceivers has been maximised for fairness achieving. In contrast with the afore-

mentioned cite, the weighted sum-throughput has been maximised for fair-

ness achieving, and the weights of DEIN receivers represent their specific

needs in resource allocation in [97]. When the ”harvest-then-transmit” pro-

tocol is adopted for the downlink WET and the uplink WIT , Wang and

Brown [95] has studied the doubly near-far phenomenon, which leads to low

uplink rates among DEIN receivers.

With the aim to surmount the adverse effects of this phenomenon, Wang

and Brown [95] have maximised the common-throughput to reduce the differ-

ences among the DEIN receivers’ uplink transmission rates. The results have

shown that the common-throughput maximisation is capable of overcoming

the doubly-near-far phenomenon, despite at a cost of some sum-throughput

degradation.There are other researchers who studied the doubly-near-far phe-

nomenon. Liu et al. [96] and Ju and Zhang [97] have maximised the minimum

uplink throughput among all DEIN receivers, which is similar to [95], but
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the DEIN receivers upload their data to the BS in a TDMA manner in [95].

In comparison with [95], all the DEIN receivers simultaneously upload their

data to the BS using Space Division Multiple Address (SDMA) in [96].

Liu et al. [96] have also considered a BS having multiple antennas by

extending the results of [95]. They have studied the throughput fairness

for the multiple DEIN receivers supported by the SDMA protocol, which

has higher spectrum efficiency than its TDMA counterpart. The minimum

uplink throughput among all the DEIN receivers has been maximised by

jointly optimising the time allocation for downlink and uplink transmissions

with the aid of downlink energy beamforming and by beneficial power allo-

cation for the DEIN receivers’ uplink transmissions. A two-stage algorithm

has been developed to solve this optimisation problem. Additionally, a pair

of low-complexity suboptimal solutions has also be developed. It is used

to compared to the optimal counterpart. To achieve more balanced uplink

transmission throughputs, Ju and Zhang [97] have maximised the weighted

sum-rate of all DEIN receivers by jointly optimising the time and power

allocation.

Kim et al. [98] proposes an adaptive proportional fairness scheduling al-

gorithm in SWIPT-enabled multi-cell downlink networks. they define an

adjustable weighted sum of achievable rate and harvested energy as the util-

ity function of each user and investigate fairness among utilities of users.

Through extensive simulations, they evaluate the proposed scheduling algo-

rithm in terms of rate-energy trade-off, the fairness of achievable rate and

harvested energy. Al-Wani et al. [99] investigate beam design and user clus-
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tering from the throughput-fairness trade-off perspective. they present an

optimal power allocation that can achieve a high data rate for the overall

system without sacrificing the sum-rate of weak users under full and partial

channel state information.

2.4.3 Energy Consumption Minimization

In order to create an environment-friendly DEIN system, another important

objective is to minimise the energy dissipation of the DEIN system itself,

while maintaining the Quality of Service (QoS) of the DEIN receivers’ WET

and WIT services. The minimisation of the total transmit power of the BSs in

DEIN systems, subject to the specific Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio

(SINR) requirements and received energy requirements have been studied in

[100] and [44] [42] [43] [101] for a Multiple Input Signal Output (MISO) aided

DEIN system supporting multiple DEIN receivers, where the transmitter is

equipped with multiple antennas, while the DEIN receivers are equipped with

a single antenna. The power splitting based receiver architecture has been

conceived for integrated data and energy reception.

Shi et al. [100] have formulated the energy consumption minimisation as

a non-convex problem. Then, the problem has been solved by exploiting the

Software-defined Radio (SDR) technique, and they have proved that their

solution is optimal for the sake of minimising the total energy consumption.

Furthermore, a pair of suboptimal algorithms, namely the zero-forcing based

algorithm and the beam-forming algorithm for optimising the SINR has been
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developed in order to reduce the computational complexity. Their numerical

results have demonstrated that the performance of the proposed suboptimal

solutions is close to the optimal one. Moreover, Liao et al. [44] have pro-

posed an SDR aided randomisation approach for finding the upper-bound

of their energy consumption minimisation problem. Compared to the solu-

tion of [100], the algorithm advocated in [44]significantly reduces the com-

putational complexity, while achieves near-optimality in terms of the energy

consumption minimisation.

In order to consider the practical implementation of resource allocation

schemes, imperfect channel state information has been considered in [42]

and [43]. Specifically, Wang et al. [42] have developed a pair of robust joint

beam-forming and power splitting schemes for minimising the energy con-

sumption of the transmitter. In the first scheme, both the worst-case SINR

and energy harvesting constraints have been taken into account. They have

demonstrated that the worst-case of the joint beam-forming and power split-

ting optimisation problem can be relaxed to a semi-definite programming

problem by equivalently transforming the linear matrix inequality based con-

straints to the robust quadratic matrix inequality based constraints. In their

second scheme, the chance constraints8 for both the SINR and energy har-

vesting requirements have been considered. Hence, the chance-constrained

joint beam-forming and power splitting problem has been transformed into

another convex semi-definite programming problem by exploiting both the

semi-definite relaxation and Bernstein-type inequality restriction. Further-

more, in [43], the effects of the imperfect channel estimation have been further

considered. In the first case, the channel estimation error has been modelled
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by a Gaussian random variable, when the transmitter estimates the channel

based on the DEIN receivers’ uplink transmissions and the channel states

are correlated. In the second case, all the estimated results of the channel

covariance matrix have been modelled by independent Gaussian distributed

random variables, which is justified by the fact that the estimation errors of

the covariance matrix are generated by multiple independent “error sources”.

Timotheou et al. [101] have explored the exploitation of constructive interfer-

ence in MISO downlink channels for improving the performance of both the

information decoding and energy harvesting. They have also demonstrated

that the constructive interference with the aid of beam-forming can be ex-

ploited for improving the power level of the received RF signals, which may

thus increase the amount of energy harvested.

2.5 Energy-Saving Mechanisms

Referring to literatures, most mechanisms which are used to reduce energy

consumption can be summarized as two aspects, namely, how to put IoT

devices in sleep mode and how to reduce transmission power of IoT devices.

To be a conclusion, the two mechanisms can all be recognised as how to utilise

the RF functions. Because, almost energy for IoT based wireless devices are

consumed while the RF function is on.
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2.5.1 Transmission Power Reduction

A non-decreasing and a non-increasing order maps proposed like a breathing

pattern is proposed by Vijeth [47]. The map is fitted by using an increasing or

decreasing values of transmission power, which looks like a digital sequence of

values of transmission power. Also, the numerical order indicates the order of

resource blocks which is allocated to IoT based LTE devices by base station.

By calculating the practical resource blocks required by IoT devices and the

SINR detected by IoT devices, the critical required transmission power over

each resource block assigned to each IoT device will be calculated. Then, the

calculating results will be recognized as inputs to do mapping guided by using

the designed breathing map. The results show that the energy consumed by

base station is reduced by selecting the optimum transmission power over

resource block to IoT devices. Also, the SINR of IoT devices is enhanced.

C Carmona [48] proposes a transmission power management algorithm,

which is used to adjust transmission power in order to control energy con-

sumption. The decision to adjust transmission power level is based on the

link quality parameter. This algorithm is evaluated by two nodes and suit-

able for energy management in ZigBee end-devices side. Certainly, there are

also other methods to reduce energy consumption for ZigBee based WSN.

Y Li [102] presents a novel Media Access Control (MAC) protocol, which

improves the energy efficiency and enhance latency and jitter. Y Peng [103]

proposed an energy-aware routing mechanism, which can prolong a lifetime

of ZigBee network. S Hu [104] proposes a transmission power control strategy
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for cluster heads based on multi-packet reception in clustering WSNs. Ac-

cording to the strategy, a cluster heads selection algorithm is designed. The

transmission power levels of each cluster head are determined according to

the number of cluster heads in monitoring area. With restrictions of succes-

sive interference cancellation algorithm in sink, transmission power control

strategy for cluster heads are determined by distance from cluster heads to

sink and residual energy of cluster heads. The power control strategy can

reduce the energy consumption of sensor nodes as well as increasing network

throughput.

2.5.2 Sleep Scheduling

At the first point, M Lopez [45] proposed a duty cycle algorithm to determine

the short time-period cycle to active WSN nodes. At the rest of time-period,

WSN nodes are in sleep mode. It introduces an expression to determine the

duty cycle window size. In addition, the characteristics of a noise channel

have been considered in this expression. The algorithm is designed for reduc-

ing active-mode energy consumption in terms of minimizing the duty cycle

time. J Azevedo [46] implements a sleeping technology for all ZigBee nodes

and also includes full function nodes. In the practical ZigBee based WSN,

it typically consists of a ZigBee coordinator, router and end-device. The

ZigBee coordinator and router are called full function devices because they

are always in active mode. A time synchronization mechanism is developed

to deal with the clock drift of nodes. This kind of mechanism sets up a cer-

tain sleep period and synchronizes this period to each node. Moreover, the
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mechanism also enables the recovery of lost messages. P Guo [105] proposes

a sleep scheduling method to reduce the delay of alarm broadcasting from

any sensor node in WSNs. Two determined traffic paths is designed. One

is for the transmitting alarm messages, and the other is for level-by-level

offset based wake-up pattern according to the paths. When a critical event

occurs, an alarm is quickly transmitted along one of the traffic paths to a

center node, and then it is immediately broadcast by the center node along

another path without collision. W Liu [106] proposes a logical correlation-

based sleep scheduling mechanism to implement energy-efficient WSNs in

ambient-assisted homes. The sleep scheduling mechanism analyses sensory

data generated by different human behaviours to detect the logical correla-

tions between sensor nodes in an ambient-assisted homes. By utilizing the

particular logical correlations of an ambient-assisted homes to predict its

usage status, the sleep scheduling mechanism deactivates sensor nodes ac-

cordingly to save energy when they are not expected to sense any valuable

event. M Collotta [107] proposes the simultaneous use of two fuzzy logic con-

trollers to dynamically adjust the sleeping time and the transmission power

of the nodes in order to optimize energy consumption. It aims to the proper

trade-off between the power saving and the WSN performance.



Chapter 3

A Self-management DEIN

System

3.1 Introduction

In order to overcome the weakness of the two commonly used RF energy

charging methods illustrated in the literature review 2.2, this chapter pro-

poses a self-management DEIN system, which is an instance of IoT system.

The DEIN system consists of a Wi-Fi-based WLAN and a ZigBee-based

WSN. In hardware, the DEIN system is structured by a smart gateway, a

ZigBee dongle, a DEINT and a DEINR, which are all designed from PCB.

The smart gateway is embedded with an open-source Linux system (Open-

Wrt). The designed algorithms can be compiled in the system. The smart

69
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gateway integrating a Wi-Fi module works as an Access Point (AP). The Zig-

Bee dongle is programmed as a ZigBee coordinator. By plugging the ZigBee

dongle into the Universal Serial Bus (USB) port of the smart gateway, the

smart gateway’s embedded Linux system bridges the Wi-Fi-based WLAN

organized by the smart gateway and the ZigBee based WSN structured by

the ZigBee dongle.

The DEINT is designed through applying hardware modification to the

traditional ZigBee router device. By equipping a high-gain RF PA to the

RF terminal of the ZigBee router, the thesis’s customized ZigBee pack-

ets, namely, the EP, are amplified when they are sent through the Radio

Frequency Power Amplifier (RF PA). The energy-enhanced carrier wave is

treated as RF energy, which is the controllable RF energy resource for the

DEINR. The DEINR is designed to replace the ZigBee end-device’s tradi-

tional batteries with an RF energy harvesting adaptor. The ZigBee end-

device works as a wireless temperature sensor node in the experiment plat-

form. It can be any type of sensors or controllers according to the practical

application scenario. The RF energy harvesting adaptor supply energy to

the ZigBee end-device. The adaptor converts the harvested RF energy to

DC energy and stores the energy in a supercapacitor via a power manage-

ment circuit. When the supercapacitor is charged to a threshold voltage, the

ZigBee end-device is activated (switched on). The first step for the ZigBee

end-device is networking. The stored energy in the supercapacitor must meet

the energy requirement of the networking process. Hence, the selection of

the supercapacitor depends on the characters of the practical ZigBee device.
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In the aspect of the software, the novelty is that the energy management

mechanism to maintain the energy level of the ZigBee end-device is adap-

tive. According to the energy feedback of the ZigBee end-device, the control

system can adaptively adjust the RF energy charging intensity. With the

help of the mechanism, the voltage level of the supercapacitor on the ZigBee

end-device can be kept in a range of 2.9 to 4.0 volts. It makes the Zig-

Bee end-device be always on. Accompany with the mechanism, an energy

management protocol is designed. It works for energy information exchange

between the DEIN system and the ZigBee end-device. Also, it helps the

DEINT to dynamically adjust the RF energy charging intensity based on the

periodic report of the energy-hungry degree from the ZigBee end-device.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the

DEIN architecture is introduced involving the role of each relevant device.

In Section 3.3, the hardware structure of each designed device is described

in details. In Section 3.4 , the thesis’s designed software framework for the

proposed DEIN system is introduced as well as the control protocol for the

adaptive energy management mechanism. In Section 3.5, the experiments

for transmitting both RF energy and wireless data are carried out, and the

performance of the DEIN system is analysed.

3.2 The DEIN Topology

The thesis’s designed DEIN system is depicted in Fig.3.1, which consists of

the smart gateway configured as an AP, the Wi-Fi devices, the ZigBee don-
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Figure 3.1: Network topology of thesis’s designed DEIN

gle programmed as a ZigBee coordinator, the DEINT and the DEINR. The

smart gateway, together with the ZigBee dongle, organizes two wireless net-

works, which are Wi-Fi standard WLAN and ZigBee based WSN. The smart

gateway is connected to the network switch via ethernet cable, which con-

nects the DEIN to the world. Wi-Fi devices such as the iPad and laptop are

able to access the internet by connecting to the smart gateway. In the aspect

of network behaviour, the DEINT works as a ZigBee router and the DEINR

works as a ZigBee end-device. They are all managed by the ZigBee dongle.

As ZigBee dongle is plugged into the USB port on the smart gateway, the

Linux system running inside the smart gateway allows data communication

between them. Hence, data exchange among all the devices in the DEIN can

happen in the smart gateway. Therefore, ZigBee based devices in the DEIN

can be remotely controlled and monitored by the network users who are in
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charge of the DEIN. The standards used for Wi-Fi and ZigBee are IEEE

802.11n [108] and IEEE 802.15.4 [109], respectively.

Both the DEINT and the DEINR have two antennas. The Omni antenna

serves for ZigBee based data communication, and the directional antenna is

used for RF energy transmission or receiving. During the RF energy charging

mode, the Omni antenna on the DEINT for data communication is disabled,

and the RF energy, the power enhances carrier wave, is sent through the other

directional antenna. When the power enhances carrier wave reaches to the

DEINR side, the directional antenna on the DEINR’s RF energy harvesting

adapter only receives the energy from the carrier wave because the carrier

wave will be passed to the RF-to-DC circuitry directly. The Omni antenna

on the DEINR is used for receiving the data contained in the carrier wave

as the Omni antenna will pass the carrier wave to the demodulator. In the

typical data communication mode, the directional antenna on the DEINT

for RF energy transmission is disabled. The communication happens only

between the Omni antennas of the DEINT and the DEINR.

3.3 Hardware Design of DEIN Devices

3.3.1 The Smart Gateway

As the hardware structure described in Fig.3.2, the smart gateway is mainly

structured by three parts, which are Wi-Fi module, USB circuitry and the
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peripheral circuitry. The principal part is the Wi-Fi module with a high-

speed Microprogrammed Control Unit (MCU) which is the AR9331 [110]

from Atheros Communications, Inc. A fit Linux system, namely, the Open-

Wrt, is embedded in the Wi-Fi module, which embraces the Wi-Fi protocol

stack. The PCB antenna on the module is responsible for Wi-Fi commu-

nication. The second part is the USB circuitry, which consists of a USB

hub circuitry and four extended USB ports. The primary IC utilized for

the USB hub circuitry is the USB2514B [111], a USB hub controller, which

supports both USB 2.0 [112] and 1.1 [113] standard to compromise the low-

speed ZigBee dongle. Furthermore, helped by the driver subjects to the USB

1.1 standard installed in the OpenWrt system, the USB circuitry provides a

Plug and Play (PnP) manner to the ZigBee dongle. The peripheral circu-

ity includes the Ethernet and General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) ports.

The smart gateway is connected to a network switch through the Ethernet

port and cable, and the GPIO ports are left for future extension application.

3.3.2 The ZigBee Dongle

The hardware structure of ZigBee dongle depicted in Fig.3.3 is more straight-

forward than the smart gateway. Two main parts, the ZigBee circuity and

the USB-to-serial converter, structures the ZigBee dongle. In the ZigBee

circuity, the primary IC is the CC2530F256 [114], a MCU with the Zig-

Bee protocol stack installed, which is programmed as a ZigBee coordinator.

The chosen USB-to-serial converter is PL-2303HX [115], which converts the

data from the CC2530F256’s Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: The hardware structure of the smart gateway: the block diagram

(a) and the real product (b)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: The hardware structure of the ZigBee dongle: the block dia-

gram(a) and the real product(b)

(UART) pins to the differential pairs of the USB port and vice versa. The

USB data speed is limited by the UART speed, which only complies with

the USB 1.1 standard.
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3.3.3 The Data and Energy Integrated Transmitter

The thesis’s designed DEINT is described on the left side of the block diagram

Fig.3.4a. The DEINT is structured with the DC supplier , ZigBee module,

RF path selector, RF PA and two antennas. For the DC supplier, The chosen

IC is the MP1584 [116], a step-down switching regulator to generate 5 V and

up to 3 A constant DC power, which is a specific choice for the RF PA. The

rest of the IC requiring 3.3 V power is supplied by another step-down DC-

DC converter, the MCP16311/2 [117]. The ZigBee module integrates the

CC2530F256 [114], a radio function IC with ZigBee standard protocol stack

installed, which is configured as a ZigBee router by software. The AS179-

92LF [118] is chosen as the RF path selector, which is a single-pole, double-

throw switch. The single input pin of the RF path selector is connected to

the unique RF interface of the ZigBee module, and its switching is controlled

by the GPIO port of the ZigBee module. The SZM-2066Z [119] is utilized

as the RF PA to increase the transmission power up to 33.5 dBm for sending

the EPs.

Base on the ZigBee standard protocol stack running in the CC2530F256,

the additional procedure is added to control the RF path selector and the

RF PA for transmitting the RF energy. During the RF energy transmission

mode, the RF PA is enabled, and the DEINT itself starts to create EPs.

Then, the RF path selector is switched to move the created EPs to the

RF PA with 2 W transmission power. Thereafter, the EPs are transmitted

through the 14 dBi directional antenna. While in the communication mode,
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the path to RF PA is blocked, and the conventional ZigBee data packets are

sent through the Omni antenna directly.

3.3.4 The Data and Energy Integrated Receiver

The battery-less DEINR is described on the right-hand side of the block

diagram Fig.3.4a. It is also designed with two antennas. The Omni antenna

on the ZigBee module is used for fetching data from both DPs and EPs,

while the directional antenna is only used for extracting the energy from

the EPs. The impedance match circuit is deployed to maximize the RF

energy from the antenna to the PCB trace. The Schottky diode, the HSMS-

2862 [120], is utilized for building the rectifier. The rectifier is designed as

a four-stage voltage doubler [121], which converts the RF waveform to high

enough DC voltage to active the BQ25504 [122], the chosen IC for the power

management circuitry. When the BQ25504 is activated by the DC voltage

coming from the rectifier, it starts to boost the input voltage to charge the

connected supercapacitor. Meanwhile, the BQ25504 draws the energy from

the supercapacitor to the VSTOR pin, namely the output pin to drive the

load. In other words, the voltage at the VSTOR pin represents the voltage

of the supercapacitor. The VBAT OK pin, the digital logic output, outputs

logic 1 when the voltage of the supercapacitor is in the range from 3.9 to

2.5 V. The voltage range is hardware-programmed by deploying the registers

with different values in the power management circuitry.

The TPS73101 [123] is deployed to regulate the voltage from the power
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management circuitry to supply constant voltage for the ZigBee module and

the temperature sensor. Its voltage-input pin is connected to the VSTOR pin,

and the enable pin is connected to the VBAT OK pin. After the voltage of the

supercapacitor rises to 3.9 volts, the logic 1 is output from the VBAT OK

pin to enable the voltage regulator until the supercapacitor drops to 2.5

volts, and the TPS73101 is configured by the external registers to produce a

stable 2.8 volts. The ZigBee module is programmed as a ZigBee end-device

to collect the temperature sensor data then send the data to the ZigBee

coordinator(ZigBee dongle) periodically. Meanwhile, it also monitors and

sends the voltage of the supercapacitor regularly to the ZigBee coordinator.

3.4 Software Design for DEIN System

3.4.1 System Software Framework

The designed software framework for the DEIN system is depicted in Fig.3.5,

which is constituted by the smart gateway system (OpenWrt system) and

the ZigBee system organized by the ZigBee coordinator(dongle). The smart

gateway has a higher authority than the ZigBee system, and it controls the

ZigBee system by the method of writing character strings to the USB port

where the ZigBee dongle is plugged in. In order to build the communication

channel between the two systems, the protocol, namely, the AT command,

is designed for exchanging data or sending instructions between the two sys-

tems. Furthermore, the AT command provides an instruction list, which
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allows the smart gateway to control the ZigBee system such as creating or

deleting a system event, adjusting the scheduling time for a specific system

event, changing the network behaviour or transmission power for an individ-

ual ZigBee device, etc. Moreover, the reports from the ZigBee system, such

as the temperature data, supercapacitor’s voltage level of the DEINR, are

uploaded to the smart gateway system via the AT command.

Figure 3.5: The software framework for the DEIN system

In the smart gateway system, the decisions for adjusting the DEINT or

DEINR is made in the DEIN control application. According to the decision,

the subsequent operations to the ZigBee system are translated as instructions

in the form of a character string by the AT command protocol. Thereafter,

the character string instructions are sent to the target USB port and finally

to the ZigBee dongle through the character driver and USB-to-serial driver.

Meanwhile, the character strings received from the ZigBee dongle are trans-

lated by AT command protocol. Then, the protocol passes the received data

to the relevant application.
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3.4.2 Utilize the Unoccupied Bandwidth for RF

Energy Transmission

In the ZigBee based WSN system, normally, the ZigBee sensor data is up-

loaded at intervals of several seconds or minutes. There is unoccupied band-

width left when the ZigBee sensor is not in data transmission or receiving

mode. If the practical ZigBee based WSN is small-scale such as the WSN

involved in the thesis’s proposed DEIN, there will be more unoccupied band-

width in the ZigBee based WSN. Therefore, the unoccupied bandwidth is

utilized for sending the EPs created in the DEINT periodically, which is de-

picted in Fig.3.6a. At the beginning of time slot tEP , the DEINT shifts to

RF energy transmission mode, and an EP is created in the ZigBee module

and then moved to the RF PA to transmit through the directional antenna.

The value of the tEP is determined by the duration of sending the EP, which

relies on the EP’s packet size. At the end of tEP , the DEINT shifts back to

conventional communication mode. The EPs are sent in every 10 ms, which

is configured in a count down timer of the ZigBee system. The rest time is

left for transmitting the conventional ZigBee DPs.

The packet format designed for the EP is described in Fig.3.6b, which

complies with the framework of the Application Support (APS) sub-layer.

The EP is broadcasted to all the network device without encrypted, and they

can recognise the EP because of a 2-bytes field in the APS header, namely,

the cluster identifier. In the APS payload field, the first byte indicates the

charging status, which is filled with the boosting or the maintaining state.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: (a) The unoccupied bandwidth utilized for transmitting EPs;

(b) Packet format designed for the EP; (c) Packet format designed for the

charging command for controlling the DEINT
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In the beginning, the supercapacitor on the battery-free DEINR has a nearly

zero-volts initial voltage. When the system starts to charge and activate

the DEINR, the charging status field in the EP is filled with the boosting

state. After the DEINR is activated (powered on) and successfully joins the

ZigBee network, the charging status field in the EP will be updated with

the maintaining state. The boosting state tells other network devices not to

communicate with the DEINR as it is still in off mode, while the maintaining

state indicates that the DEINR is alive and the voltage of its supercapacitor

will be maintained in a suitable range. The second byte in the APS payload

field indicates the current charging intensity, and the third byte counts the

number of bytes filled in the last packet field, namely, the energy packet

payload field. The charging intensity is classified into three degrees, and its

degree value determines how many bytes are required in the packet payload

field. As a result, the EP has three different packet size, and the EP with

bigger size requires a longer time to transmit, which represents the stronger

charging intensity.

The packet format designed for the charging command is described in

Fig.3.6c, which is also structured according to the ZigBee APS framework.

Unlike the EP, the charging command packet is not transparent to all the

network devices. If the charging command packet is transmitted from the

ZigBee coordinator (ZigBee dongle) to the DEINT, it is used for controlling

the charging intensity. However, if the charging command packet is sent from

the RF energy harvester embedded ZigBee end-device to the ZigBee coordi-

nator, it is for feedback. In the charging command packet, the APS payload

field is designed only with two bytes, which represent the charging intensity
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degree and the energy-hungry level of the battery-less DEINR, respectively.

The first byte indicates the degree of charging intensity. It is determined

in the smart gateway, and the value of the first byte is assigned in the ZigBee

coordinator. Before triggering the RF charging, the DEINT will not send

any EP to the DEINR until the DEINT receives the charging command

packet from the ZigBee coordinator. Furthermore, which size of EP should

be created and sent by the DEINT is determined by that one-byte field.

Moreover, the value of the charging intensity degree will be assigned to the

field with the same name in the EP which is going to be created. The second

byte in the APS payload field, the energy-hungry level, is only assigned by the

battery-less DEINR. After the DEINR is powered on, it detects the voltage

of the supercapacitor at regular intervals and grades its energy-hungry level

according to the acquired sample values. As a result, the charging command

packet used as feedback contains the latest DEINR’s energy-hungry level,

and the value of the charging intensity degree field is copied from the field

with the same name in the last received EP.

3.4.3 An Adaptive Energy Management Mechanism

A designed adaptive energy management mechanism to maintain the energy

level of the DEINR is described in the Fig.3.7, which describes the charging

process from the voltage boosting stage to the voltage maintaining stage.

The voltage feedback mechanism is applied in the voltage maintaining stage

to achieve the adaptive charging control to manage the voltage level of the
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supercapacitor on the battery-less DEINR and keep the DEINR always alive.

At the beginning of the voltage boosting stage, the DEINR is in power-off

mode, and the charging command is sent from the ZigBee coordinator to

instruct the DEINT to broadcast the EPs with the highest charging intensity

at constant intervals. Once the voltage of the supercapacitor on the DEINR

reaches to 3.9 V, then the voltage regulator on the DEINR is enabled, which

powers on the ZigBee module and its peripherals to activate the ZigBee

function. Thereafter, the voltage maintaining stage starts.

In the voltage maintaining stage, the ZigBee module on the DEINR de-

tects the supercapacitor’s voltage in every 5 seconds and grades its energy-

hungry level. The energy-hungry level is classified into three levels according

to the acquired voltage, and the corresponding grading standard is indicated

in Fig.3.6c. The lower the voltage is detected, the higher the energy-hungry

level is classified. For instance, if the detected voltage is 3.9 volts, the current

energy-hungry level is classified as level 1. After a while, if the voltage level

is dropped to 3.8 volts, the current energy-hungry level is still level 1 until

the voltage decreases to 3.5 volts. Then, the energy-hungry level will be up-

dated to level 2. Once the energy-hungry level is confirmed, the value of the

charging intensity degree will be fetched from the latest received EP, which

is used for comparing with recent detected energy-hungry level. If they are

equal, the voltage detection process will be executed again in the next 5 sec-

onds. Otherwise, their values will be assigned to a charging command packet,

which will be sent from the DEINR to the ZigBee coordinator as feedback.

Thereafter, the feedback will be handed over to the smart gateway, and then

the coordinator will prepare the charging command packet according to the
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Figure 3.7: The adaptive energy management mechanism designed to main-

tain the energy level of the DEINR
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decision made by the smart gateway and sent to the DEINT to update the

charging intensity.

3.5 System Evaluation

3.5.1 The Experiment Platform

Figure 3.8: Experimental platform of DEIN

The experiment platform for the thesis’s designed DEIN system is de-
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picted in Fig.3.8, which consists of a pair of ZigBee based DEINT and

DEINR, a smart gateway with ZigBee dongle plugged in and an experiment

logger. The DEINT and DEINR are programmed as ZigBee router and end-

device, respectively. The DS18B20, the temperature sensor, is equipped on

the DEINR. The capacitance of the supercapacitor embedded on the DEINR

is 0.2 F, which is obtained by connecting two 0.1 F supercapacitors in par-

allel. Two 14 dBi panel shape antennas are deployed only for RF energy

transmission and receiving. One is connected to the DEINT’s RF PA, and

the other is connected to the DEINR’s RF energy harvesting adapter. The

small Omni antennas on the DEINT and DEINR are only used for sending

or receiving the DPs. The instructions to control the DEINT are come from

the ZigBee dongle programmed as the ZigBee coordinator. A digital multi-

meter is invoked as an experiment logger for monitoring and recording the

variation of the supercapacitor’s voltage level during each experiment.

3.5.2 RF Energy Charging Experiment

The experiments carried out in this section are designed for evaluating the

RF energy charging performance of the thesis’s designed DEIN system. The

experiments aim to study the impacts of the different experimental parameter

on the RF energy charging speed, such as different RF energy transmission

distance between the two directional antennas and the EPs with different

APS payload size. Therefore, two sets of experiments are designed. The

first set uses the same EP but different RF energy transmission distances.

The second set uses the same RF energy transmission distance but EPs
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Figure 3.9: The voltage level of the DEINR’s supercapacitor; (a)when differ-

ent RF energy transmission distance d = {0.20, 0.35, 0.50} m is considered

with using the same byte length (53 bytes) to fill in the EP’s APS payload

field; (b) when different APS payload sizes, 23, 53 and 83 bytes, are used for

creating EPs with a fixed RF energy transmission distance d = 0.35 m.
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with different APS payload sizes. At the beginning of each experiment,

the supercapacitor’s voltage is reset to 0 V. During each experiment, the

DEINT transmit an EP to charge the DEINR in every 10 ms, and a voltage

logger is used for tracing the supercapacitor’s voltage. To prevent the energy

usage of the ZigBee circuitry and the sensor on the DEINR from affecting

the supercapacitor’s voltage, the voltage regulator which supplies constant

DC voltage to the ZigBee related circuitry is switched off. Therefore, in

each experiment, the target voltage level of the supercapacitor is 4.15 V,

which is restricted by the power management circuitry. As a result, the

captured traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage along the timeline and plotted

in Fig.3.9.

Observe from the first set of experiments in Fig.3.9a, the rising speed of

supercapacitor’s voltage reflects the RF energy charging speed. In this set of

experiments, the impact of different RF energy transmission distance d on the

rising speed of supercapacitor’s voltage is studied. Observe from Fig.3.9a that

increasing the transmission distance d can substantially increase the charging

time to achieve the targeted 4.15 V. For example, when the transmission

distance is d = 0.25 m, the voltage of the DEINR’s supercapacitor reaches

to 4.15 V after 550 seconds around. By contrast, when the transmission

distance is increased to d = 0.50 m, the voltage of the supercapacitor reaches

to 4.15 V after 1200 seconds. This is because a longer transmission distance

imposes a higher path loss on the RF signal, which may induce more energy

loss. Therefore, the charging time can be substantially increased.

The impact of different byte length utilized to fill in the EP’s APS pay-
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load field on the RF energy charging speed is also studied, where the RF

energy transmission distance is fixed to 0.35 m. Observe from Fig.3.9b that

using bigger size APS payload to create EPs for RF energy transmission can

speed up the charging. During each experiment, if the created EP uses 83

bytes to fill in its APS payload field, it takes 500 seconds around to charge

the supercapacitor from 0 V to 4.15 V. By contrast, when the EP’s APS

payload only contains 23 bytes, it takes more than 1000 seconds to charge

the supercapacitor to the desired voltage.

3.5.3 The Adaptive Energy Management Experiment

for DEINR

The experiment for evaluating the adaptive energy management mechanism

is carried out in this section. Two directional antennas are placed face to face

with the distance of 0.45 m. The voltage logger is used for monitoring the

voltage level of the supercapacitor on the DEINR, and its voltage trace along

the timeline is plotted in Fig.3.10a. At the beginning of the experiment, the

supercapacitor is discharged to 0 V, and the DEINR is in power-off mode.

The highest charging intensity level is used for the initial charging state,

namely, the boosting state. The periodically created EP for charging the

DEINR is filled with 80 bytes dummy data in its energy packet payload

field, and the 10 ms interval between sending adjacent EPs is configured in

the system count down timer. During the boosting state, the voltage of the

DEINR’s supercapacitor rapidly grows by harvesting the energy contained

in the EPs from the DEINT.
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At the 483 seconds of the experimental timeline, the supercapacitor’s

voltage rises to 3.9 V, which is the threshold voltage to enable the DEINR’s

voltage regulator. Thereafter, the voltage regulator converts the supercapac-

itor’s voltage to 2.8 V and powers on the ZigBee module together with the

temperature sensor. Then, the immediate networking process after power-

ing on the ZigBee module is carried out, which takes about 3 seconds and

causes a massive voltage drop on the supercapacitor. After joining in the Zig-

Bee network, the ZigBee module is scheduled to detect the supercapacitor’s

voltage, read the temperature data and upload the acquired data at every

5 seconds interval, which causes the regular sharp voltage drop along the

timeline. When the ZigBee dongle(coordinator) recognizes that the DEINR

is activated, the voltage maintaining state begins.

Since the first sample value of the supercapacitor’s voltage is higher than

3.5 V but lower than 3.9 V, which does not belong to either the energy-hunger

level 2 nor 1 classified in Fig.3.6c. Hence, at the beginning of the voltage

maintaining state, the charging intensity is still kept with the highest level

until the supercapacitor’s voltage rises to 3.9 V, the boundary value of the

energy-hunger level 1. Thereafter, at the 700 seconds of the experimental

timeline, the charging intensity is changed to the lowest level, and the su-

percapacitor’s voltage starts to decrease. Around the 800 seconds of the

experimental timeline, the supercapacitor’s voltage drops into the range of

the energy-hunger level 2, and the medium charging intensity is applied to

the DEINR, which slows down the voltage decrease. After a while, the su-

percapacitor’s voltage drops into the range of the energy-hunger level 3, and

the highest charging intensity is applied again. Under the medium charging
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intensity, the harvested energy cannot afford the energy consumption caused

by the behaviours of the DEINR. However, under the highest charging inten-

sity, the harvested energy is higher than the energy demand, and the unused

energy accumulated in the supercapacitor rises its voltage level. Hence, at the

tailer of the experimental timeline, the supercapacitor’s voltage alternatively

decreases and recovers.

According to the functionality of the RF PA employed in the DEINT, its

power detector pin can output a reference voltage to indicate the real-time

transmission power when amplifying and transmitting the RF waves. Since

the RF PA is only used for transmitting EPs, it shows periodic pulses when

using the oscilloscope to trace the output voltage from the power detector

pin during the experiment. Hence, the time taken for sending the EP is

obtained by measuring the pulse width from the oscilloscope. Thereafter,

the bandwidth utilization percentage of EP can be worked out by calculat-

ing the ratio between the measured duration for sending the EP and the

constant interval between adjacent EPs. Fig.3.10b shows the percentage of

bandwidth utilized for transmitting EPs and the bandwidth left for the con-

ventional data communication along the experimental timeline. The higher

the charging intensity is applied, the more bandwidth is occupied for trans-

mitting EPs. As a conclusion, a maximum 37.04% bandwidth is utilized for

surviving the DEINR when the highest charging intensity is applied. In av-

erage, the 69.95% bandwidth is still available for conventional ZigBee data

communication.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an author’s proposed DEIN system is introduced. Also, the

hardware design of all included devices is described in details. Besides, the

developed software framework for controlling the system is described. Based

on the DEIN system platform, an adaptive energy management mechanism

is proposed to automatically maintain the voltage level of the supercapacitor

on the DEINR. To realize the mechanism, an energy management protocol is

designed to exchange the energy information between the DEIN system and

the DEINR. Also, the protocol is responsible for adjusting the RF energy

charging intensity based on the energy feedback from the DEINR. Relevant

packet formats are designed for the protocol such as the packet format of

the EP, the command to adjust the RF energy charging intensity and the

energy feedback packet to indicate the energy-hungry level of the DEINR.

The experiments have shown that the supercapacitor’s voltage increase to

3.9 volts from 0 volts as time goes on. Then, the DEINR is switched on

to join in the network. It proves that the RF energy contained in the EPs

from the DEINT is successfully harvested by the DEINR and converted to

the DC energy in the DEINR’s supercapacitor. What’s more, the adaptive

energy management mechanism is successfully applied to boost and then

maintain the supercapacitor’s voltage to power the DEINR and keep it always

on. Meanwhile, the ZigBee module of the DEINR behaves as ZigBee end-

device to periodically upload the temperature data, which proves the data

communication and the RF energy transmission/harvesting can coexist in

the author’s designed DEIN system. In the end, the bandwidth utilization
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percentage for EPs and the remaining bandwidth for the traditional ZigBee

data communication is analysed.



Chapter 4

Bandwidth Allocation

Algorithm to Maximize the

Throughput of Wireless

Information

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, the adaptive energy management mechanism re-

lies on the periodic feedback of the supercapacitor’s voltage level from the

DEINR. According to the acquired voltage level, the DEIN system decides

which charging intensity (EP’s packet size) should be used for RF energy

98
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transmission. However, according to the results plotted in Fig.3.10a, the

highest charging intensity supplies more RF energy to the DEINR than the

energy required by the DEINR to stay alive, and the lowest charging intensity

supplies insufficient RF energy. Furthermore, the higher charging intensity

means sending bigger size EPs , which squeezes more bandwidth which was

used for wireless information transmission, namely, the conventional ZigBee

data communication in the thesis’s designed DEIN. Hence, a solution, trans-

mitting the minimum required RF energy to the DEINR, is proposed in this

chapter, which optimizes the bandwidth for sending EPs to free more band-

width for the conventional ZigBee data communication, namely, maximize

the throughput of wireless information in the DEIN. The minimum required

RF energy keeps the voltage of the DEINR’s supercapacitor on a stable level

after it successfully joins the ZigBee network, which compensates the energy

consumed due to the DEINR’s behaviours such as reading temperature data,

sending/receiving wireless data, turning on an LED light, etc.

In section 3.4.3, the constant interval (10 ms) is used for transmitting ad-

jacent EPs. It is realized by resetting a count down timer before sending each

EP. As the DEINT is designed based on the ZigBee router, the computing

power of the DEINT is less than the smart gateway as the microcontroller

of the ZigBee router is less powerful. Use constant interval makes less calcu-

lation burden, which makes the DEINT more stable. However, the adaptive

energy management mechanism didn’t consider the impact on the through-

put of wireless information. It prioritises RF energy transmission. In this

chapter, a scheduling cycle model is proposed to organize EPs’ transmission,

which offers an adjustable interval to send EPs. Furthermore, the energy
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conversion model is proposed to model the relationship between the trans-

mitted RF energy from the DEINT and the final stored DC energy in the

DEINR’s supercapacitor. If the DEINR’s minimum required energy is known

to the DEIN system, based on the model, the system can precisely control

how much RF energy should be transmitted. Moreover, based on the energy

conversion model, the mathematical equation to represent the conversion of

energy from the DEINT to the DEINR is worked out by the experimental

methods. Finally, with the help of the mathematical equation, a bandwidth

allocation algorithm is designed to maximize the bandwidth allocated for

normal ZigBee data communication to maximize the throughput of wireless

information in the DEIN. It optimizes the arguments in the mathematical

expression such as the EP’s packet size and the interval to send adjacent EPs

to minimize the bandwidth for sending EPs in the condition of meeting the

DEINR’s minimum energy requirement.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The scheduling

cycle model and the RF energy transmission and harvesting model are in-

troduced in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 introduces the derivation of the energy

conversion equation as well as the utilized experimental methods. In Sec-

tion 4.4, the designed bandwidth allocation algorithm is described. The last

Section 4.5 shows the experimental results to prove the energy conversion

equation and the benefit of the bandwidth allocation algorithm.
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4.2 System Modelling

4.2.1 A Scheduling Cycle Model

Figure 4.1: The scheduling cycle model to organize the EPs and DPs in

different time slot.

To reduce the interference to conventional ZigBee data communication

caused by sending EPs, different time slots are allocated for sending EPs and

the conventional ZigBee data packets. Based on this time-division concept,

a scheduling cycle model is proposed and described in Fig.4.1. It is a new

scheduling method, which is specifically designed for allocating EPs and DPs.

According to the model, tC represents the adjustable interval between sending

two adjacent EPs. The tEP is the time taken to send an EP in the DEINT,

which depends on the packet size of the EP. The rest of the time slot, tDP

is allocated for the conventional ZigBee data communication, and packets

involved in the data communication are simply named as DP. Since the EPs

and DPs are organized by the scheduling cycle in the different time slot, only

a unique EP or DP is transmitted at a specific time. Hence, the scheduling
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cycle integrates the RF energy and wireless information transmission by the

time-division method.

Due to the energy loss in the air, the RF energy transmission distance is

less than 1 m in the practical DEIN system. If the longer distance is applied,

the DC energy produced from the RF-to-DC circuit cannot active the energy

management circuit. The latter is used for boosting the DC energy to charge

the supercapacitor. Compared to the duration of tEP , the EP’s propagation

time from the DEINT to the DEINR is extremely short and can be ignored.

Hence, it is recognized that EP’s transmission in the DEINT and harvesting

by the DEINR happen simultaneously. In a single scheduling cycle (tC), the

harvested DC energy during time tEP shall afford the energy usage of the

DEINR during the whole cycle time.

4.2.2 RF Energy Transmission and Harvesting Model

The model depicted in Fig.4.2 describes the process of energy conversion

through transmitting a EP from the DEINT to the DEINR. In the beginning,

the EP is created in the sending buffer of the DEINT and moved to the

RF PA. Then, it is transmitted to the DEINR in the form of RF energy.

Thereafter, the RF energy is converted as inductive energy by the receiving

antenna. With the help of the energy conversion circuitry, the inductive

energy is finally converted to DC energy stored in the supercapacitor. Also,

the energy loss in the energy conversion circuitry is introduced. By referring

Friis transmission equation [124], the relationship between the transmitted
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Figure 4.2: Energy conversion model for transmitting and harvesting an EP

energy from the DEINT and the inductive energy by the receiving antenna

is modelled as,

EI EP (tEP ) = ET EP (tEP )× Pr × tEP
Pt × tEP

= ET EP (tEP )×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

(4.1)

As the propagation time of the RF waves is not taken into account, tEP

is the time of sending the EP by the DEINT as well as the time of harvesting

its RF energy by the DEINR. ET EP (tEP ) represents the transmitted RF

energy contained by an EP, and ER EP (tEP ) represents the inductive energy

through receiving the EP via the receiving antenna. Pr and Pt are power

fed into the transmitting and power delivered at the receiving antennas,

respectively. Gt and Gr are antenna gain of the transmitting and receiving

antennas, respectively. λ is the wavelength of the RF wave, and d is the RF

energy transmission distance between transmitter and harvester.
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According to the scheduling cycle model, the time taken for transmitting

and receiving is tEP in a single scheduling cycle. However, the possible energy

loss happens in the circuitry of the DEINR may last from the beginning to

the end of the single scheduling cycle. Hence, considering a single scheduling

cycle, the harvested DC energy in the supercapacitor, the EH EP (tC), is

expressed as,

EH EP (tC) = EI EP (tEP )− Eloss(tC) (4.2)

Where Eloss(tC) is introduced to represent all possible energy loss in the

DEINR circuitry during a scheduling cycle tC . Thereafter, if the event, the

EI EP (t EP ), is replaced by equation(4.2), the relational expression between

the EH EP (tC) and the ET EP (tEP ) is expressed as,

EH EP (tC) = ET EP (tEP )×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eloss(tC) (4.3)

4.3 Energy Conversion Equation

In order to keep the voltage level of the DEINR’s supercapacitor stable, the

whole harvested DC energy must meet the sum of energy consumption in the

DEINR. By considering a single scheduling cycle, the harvested DC energy

stored in the supercapacitor during this period shall be sufficient for the

energy usage of the DEINR. Based on this concept, with the help of Equ.4.3,

the supercapacitor’s increased DC energy during a single scheduling cycle tC
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is expressed as,

Einc(tC) = EH EP (tC)− Eusage(PR, tC)

= (ET EP (tEP )×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eloss(tC))

− Eusage(PDEINR, tC)

(4.4)

Where

ET EP (tEP ) = PDEINT × tEP
Eusage(PDEINR, tC) = PDEINR × tC

The Eusage(PDEINR, tC) defines the sum of energy usage of the DEINR in

a scheduling cycle tC . The EH EP (tC) is the harvested and free-to-use DC

energy in supercapacitor in tC . The PDEINT is the transmission power of

the RF PA on the DEINT to transmit the EP, and the PDEINR is the equiv-

alent power depends on the activities of the DEINR such as reading data

from sensors, uplink communications, flashing the LED, etc. Hence, the

transmitted RF energy in time tEP , namely, the ET EP (tEP ), is expressed as

PDEINT × tEP , and the Eusage(PDEINR, tC) is represented by PDEINR × tC .

Basing on the practical DEIN scenario, the RF energy transmission dis-

tance d between the DEINT and DEINR is known to the system. Besides,

the PDEINT , the Gr, the Gt and the λ are constant coefficients according to

the hardware design. Therefore, the system variables in Equ.4.4 are PDEINR,

tC , tEP and Eloss(tC). With the help of the energy conversion Equ.4.4, the

required number N of the scheduling cycles (tC) to send EPs is modelled

as mathematical expression(4.5), which charge the DEINR’s supercapacitor
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from a certain voltage level to a required voltage level.

N =



Ecap gap
Einc(tC)

, (Einc(tC) > 0)

∞, (Einc(tC) = 0)

not applicable, (Einc(tC) < 0)

(4.5)

Where

Ecap gap = 1
2
(V 2

end − V 2
start)× C

C is the capacitance of the supercapacitor. Vend and Vstart represent the end

and the beginning voltage of the supercapacitor respectively in a RF energy

charging duration. The Vstart and the Vend can be measured by the voltage

logger prior to triggering the charging procedure and after the terminating

sending any EPs, respectively. Hence, according to the capacitor’s energy

definition, Ecap gap defines the supercapacitor’s energy gap between its volt-

age level from Vstart to Vend. By introducing the definition of Einc(tC), the

number(N) of required scheduling cycles to charge the supercapacitor from

Vstart to Vend is classified into three situations. When Einc(tC) is positive,

it means the harvested DC energy is higher than the energy usage of the

DEINR, and there is energy increment in supercapacitor in each schedul-

ing cycle. When Einc(tC) is equal to 0, the harvested DC energy is entirely

consumed by the DEINR during each scheduling cycle. In this state, the

continuous and infinite scheduling cycles holds the supercapacitor’s voltage

level without any variation. However, if Einc(tC) is negative, the harvested

energy cannot afford the energy usage of the DEINR, and the supercapacitor

will continually discharge, which cannot be accepted in the DEIN system.
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Figure 4.3: The format of ZigBee based MAC layer packet involving a ZigBee

standard APS data packet.

4.3.1 The tEP : Time of Transmitting an EP

The EP is created as a ZigBee standard APS data packet and finally packeted

as a ZigBee based MAC layer packet to transmit. Fig.4.3 shows the format

of the MAC layer packet as well as the format of its contained APS data

packet. Since the purpose of the APS data packet is defined in the APS

header, the other devices in the DEIN system can tell the EP packet without

accessing its payload. Subject to the ZigBee standard [125], the maximum

byte length of the APS payload is restricted within 86 bytes as the size of the

header in each layer is regulated by the ZigBee standard and the maximum

byte length of the MAC layer packet is limited to 127.

As a significant input of (4.4), the tEP , namely, the time of transmitting

the EP, needs to be configured precisely in the DEIN system. However,
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tEP cannot be directly configured, and the only method is adjusting the

byte length used for filling in the EP’s APS payload field. Therefore, the

mathematical relation between the tEP and the number of bytes filled in the

EP’s APS payload field is essential. It is used for instructing the DEIN control

system that how many bytes are needed to fill in the EP’s APS payload field

to obtain the desired tEP . In this section, the mathematical relationship is

derived by using the experimental methods.

A set of experiments are carried out to send the EPs by constant intervals

(40 ms). As the duration of sending the EP is measured via oscilloscope, a

relative longer interval could be easier to measure due to the limited sample

rate of the oscilloscope. By considering the restriction on the APS payload

size, the different byte length is used for filling the APS payload field of

the created EPs in each experiment, and all involved byte lengths in the

set of experiments are within 86 bytes. the tEP can be measured by an

oscilloscope in each experiment, and a set of tEP values are finally collected

versus different APS payload sizes. After that, the curve is structured to fit

the set of collected tEP values. Finally, the mathematical relation between

the tEP and the byte length of the APS payload is obtained based on the

structured curve.

The SZM-2066Z [119], the RF PA chip embedded in the DEINT, inte-

grates an RF power detector. According to the datasheet of the SZM-2066Z,

the transmission power of the RF PA can be detected by measuring the volt-

age on the output pin of the RF power detector. Furthermore, the higher

transmission power the RF PA uses, the higher voltage can be detected on
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the output pin of the RF power detector. As the EPs are sent through the

highest RF power (2 W), the output pin of the RF power detector generates

a square pulse when sending an EP, and it keeps silent when the RF PA is

not in use. Therefore, in the process of transmitting an EP, an oscilloscope

is applied to trace the voltage on the output pin of the RF power detector,

and the tEP is obtained by measure the square pulse width.
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Figure 4.5: The fitted curve to represent the mathematical relation between

the time (tEP ) of sending the EP and the byte length (KAPS payload) of the

its APS payload

In this section, 9 experiments are carried out to send EPs and measure

the related tEP . The involved EPs are built with different byte lengths from

6 to 86 bytes in the step of 10 bytes to fill in the APS payload field. The

voltage traces captured by the oscilloscope are plotted in Fig.4.4. Obviously,
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the square pulse occurs when the RF PA is in the process of sending an EP.

Also, the measured square pulse width in each experiment is indicated in

each subplot.

The set of tEP values are plotted in Fig.4.5 versus different APS payload

size. According to the trend of the plots, the tEP value increases linearly when

the APS payload size increases. Therefore, the set of tEP values are used

for fitting the first-degree polynomial curve, and the derived mathematical

relation between the tEP and the byte length of the APS payload is written

as,

tEP (KAPS payload) = a×KAPS payload + b, KAPS payload ∈ [1, 86] (4.6)

Where

a = 3.225× 10−5

b = 1.027× 10−3

the KAPS payload represents the byte length of the APS payload. Since the

KAPS payload is limited to a value range, the tEP has a maximum value of

3.8005 ms and a minimum value of 1.027 ms.

4.3.2 The Eloss(tC): The Circuital Energy Loss in A

Scheduling Cycle

The Eloss(tC) in (4.4), the circuital energy loss during a scheduling cycle,

is critical to the DEIN system. The value of the Eloss(tC) can instruct the
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DEINT that how much additional RF energy is required in a scheduling cy-

cle, which is for making up the energy loss on the DEINR. The circuital

energy loss is primarily caused when the rectifier circuitry converts the en-

ergy contained in RF waves to DC energy because of the low efficiency in

the RF-to-DC conversion process. Furthermore, the resistance loss and the

discharge loss of the supercapacitor also cause energy loss. As a conclusion,

the circuital energy loss in the DEINR depends on its hardware condition.

By analysing the energy conversion progress, the Eloss(tC) value can be ob-

tained by calculating the energy gap between the inductive energy from the

receiving antenna of the DEINR and the increased DC energy stored inside

the supercapacitor in a scheduling cycle tC .

Training progress involving 3 sets of RF energy charging experiments are

carried out to work out the mathematical expression to represent Eloss(tC).

In the training progress, the ZigBee module and the sensor on the DEINR

are switched off, which means there is no energy usage in the DEINR dur-

ing the RF energy charging experiments, and the Eusage(PDEINR, tC) in (4.4)

equals to 0. That is to say, the inductive energy from the receiving antenna

of the DEINR is partly consumed due to the circuital energy loss, and the

rest is converted to the increased DC energy stored inside the supercapaci-

tor. During each RF charging experiment, a voltage logger is used for tracing

the voltage level of the DEINR’s supercapacitor, and the beginning and end

voltage values are recorded. Therefore, the total increased DC energy in the

supercapacitor throughout each experiment can be calculated by referring

to the capacitor’s energy definition indicated in Equ.4.5. Furthermore, the

number of scheduling cycles are counted in the DEIN control software dur-
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ing the process of charging the supercapacitor from the starting to the end

voltage. Therefore, by referring to (4.5), the Einc(tC), the supercapacitor’s

increased DC energy in a single scheduling cycle is calculated through the

supercapacitor’s total increased DC energy divided by the counted number

of scheduling cycles carried out throughout each experiment. According to

Equ.4.4, with the help of the calculated Einc(tC), the Eloss(tC) is calculable

as the remaining parameters and arguments are known to each RF energy

charging experiment, which are list in Table 4.1. After the training progress,

a series of Eloss(tC) values are obtained. Thereafter, the curve is constructed

based on the collected Eloss values and fit a characteristic curve to them.

Finally, based on the fitted curve, the mathematical expression of Eloss(tC)

is derived.

Table 4.1: Constant experimental parameters for the training progress

Description Notation Value

APS payload size of EP KAPS payload 66 Bytes

Time of sending an EP tEP (KAPS payload) 3.16 ms

RF power for sending an EP PDEINT 2 W

Transmission Antenna Gain Gt 14 dBi

Receiving Antenna Gain Gr 14 dBi

2.4 GHz wavelength λ 12.49× 10−2 m

Equivalent DEINR’s power PDEINR 0 W

Supercapacitor’s starting voltage Vstart 3.5 V

Supercapacitor’s end voltage Vend 3.9 V

Fig.4.6 shows the traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage captured by a
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voltage logger and the counted number of the applied scheduling cycles in

each experiment. The training progress involves 3 sets of RF energy charging

experiments, which use 20, 30 and 40 milliseconds scheduling cycle for trans-

mitting EPs, respectively. Furthermore, each set of experiments includes 5

individual experiments, which use the same scheduling cycle but different RF

energy transmission distances set from 0.25 to 0.65 metre in the step of 0.1

metre. Fig.4.6a, Fig.4.6b and Fig.4.6c shows the traces of the supercapaci-

tor’s voltage captured during the 3 sets of experiments respectively. Fig.4.6d

shows the number of scheduling cycles applied to transmit EPs during the 3

sets of experiments. As a summary, 15 individual RF energy charging experi-

ments are carried out by deploying different RF energy transmission distances

or different scheduling cycles. During each experiment, the DEINT contin-

ually runs the scheduling cycle and transmit the same EP to the DEINR at

the beginning of each scheduling cycle. The relevant experimental parame-

ters are listed in Table 4.1. Finally, 3 sets of the Eloss(tC) values calculated

via the 3 sets of RF energy charging experiments are plotted in Fig.4.7a.

According to the Eloss(tC) values plotted in Fig.4.7a, not only the tC val-

ues, the RF energy transmission distance(d) also has impact on the Eloss(tC),

which has even more. Furthermore, the longer the RF energy transmission

distance is, the smaller the Eloss(tC) value will be. Moreover, the longer

the scheduling cycle is applied, the bigger the Eloss(tC) value will be. By

analysing the 3 sets of Eloss(tC) values, it is found that the tendency of the

curve obtained by linking the Eloss(tC) points is similar to the power function

curve. Therefore, by using the d values as inputs, each set of Eloss(tC) values

are used for fitting a power function curve, and 3 fitted curves based on the
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Figure 4.7: (a) The calculated energy loss in a scheduling cycle(tC) from the

3 sets of RF energy charging experiments when tC = {0.02, 0.03, 0.04} sec-

onds and RF energy transmission distance d = {0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65}

metre; (b) The fitted curves for the Eloss(d, tC) points when d =

{0.25, 0.35, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65} and tC = {0.02, 0.03, 0.04}.
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3 sets of Eloss(tC) values are plotted in Fig.4.7b. In addition, the derived

mathematical expressions of Eloss(tC) basing on the 3 fitted curves are also

indicated in Fig.4.7b. By analysing the 3 expressions, it is found that their

power terms, namely, the terms with parameter d, are identical. However,

the remaining terms, namely, the constant terms in the 3 expressions, have

different values. In addition, the constant term of the expressions has bigger

value if the related set of experiments use longer tC , and the applied longer tC

causes a longer positive shifting to the fitted curve in the vertical direction.

As a conclusion, both parameter d and tC are significant to Eloss(tC).

In order to analyse the impact of different scheduling cycle (tC) on the

Eloss(tC), an additional set of RF energy charging experiments involving 6

individual experiments are deployed to figure out the mathematical expres-

sion of Eloss(tC) versus different tC . In order to avoid the influence due to

different RF energy transmission distance(d), the fixed d is used in the set of

experiments, which is set to 0.4 m, The scheduling cycle(tC) applied in each

individual experiment is respectively configured from 10 to 40 milliseconds

in a step of 6. As a result, the traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage are

captured by a voltage logger during each individual experiment, and they

are plotted in Fig.4.8a. Also, Fig.4.8b shows how many scheduling cycles are

used throughout each individual experiment. Thereafter, the increased DC

energy(Einc(tC)) in each individual experiment can be derived via the oper-

ation of dividing the whole harvested DC energy by the counted number of

utilized scheduling cycles throughout the individual experiment. Then, with

the help of Equ.4.4 and parameters in Table 4.1, the Eloss(tC) values basing

the set of experiments are derived, and the points are plotted in Fig.4.9a.
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Figure 4.8: The additional set of RF energy charging experiments of the

training progress: (a) The captured traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage

level during each individual experiment by using different scheduling cycles

tC = [0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04] seconds. (b) The number of the scheduling

cycles utilized for charging the supercapacitor from Vstart to Vend.
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Figure 4.9: (a) The calculated energy loss during a scheduling cy-

cle (tC) via the additional set of charging experiments when tC =

[0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04] seconds; (b) The fitted first-order polyno-

mial curve for the Eloss(d, tC) points when d = 0.45 and tC =

{0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.035, 0.04}.
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According to the trend of the curve obtained by linking the Eloss(tC) points,

the plotted points are used for fitting a first-order polynomial curve to this

set of Eloss values. The mathematical expressions of Eloss(tC) basing the fit-

ted curve is indicated in Fig.4.9b. As a result, by combining all the derived

mathematical expressions of Eloss(tC) indicated in Fig.4.7b and Fig.4.9b, the

Eloss(tC) is finally expressed as,

Eloss(d, tc) = α× d−2 + β × tc + γ (4.7)

Where

α = 1.14× 10−4

β = 1.525× 10−4

γ = −3.31× 10−7

α, β and γ are coefficients of the mathematical expression. As the RF trans-

mission distance is fixed in the DEIN system, the d is not recognized as an

input variable of Eloss(tC). However, according to the RF energy charging

experiments described in Fig.4.6 and Fig.4.8, the d does affect the value of

Eloss(tC). In order to study the physical significance of the mathematical ex-

pression (4.7), Equ.4.7 is transformed as the following equation by replacing

the coefficient α with the experimental parameters in Table 4.1.

Eloss(d, tC) = η × PDEINT × tEP (KAPS payload)×GrGt(
λ

4π
)2 × d−2

+ β × tC + γ

= η × EI EP (tEP (KAPS payload)) + β × tC + γ

(4.8)
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Where

η = 93.16%

β = 1.525× 10−4

γ = −3.31× 10−7

Observe the expression of Equ.4.8, the d is eliminated via introducing the

EI EP (tEP ), which means the inductive energy from the DEINR’s energy re-

ceiving antenna has the impact on the Eloss(tC). Hence, η × EI EP (tEP ),

means that 93.16 per cent of the inductive energy is lost, and the massive

energy loss is primarily caused by converting RF energy to DC energy. Con-

versely, the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency of the thesis’s designed DEIN

system is 6.84%. The remaining term, β × tC + γ, describes the discharged

energy in the supercapacitor throughout each scheduling cycle tC , and the

longer the tC is, the more energy will be discharged.As a result, with the help

of Equ.4.6 and (4.8), the energy conversion Equ.4.4 is finally expressed as,

Einc(tC) = PDEINT × tEP (KAPS payload)×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eloss(tC)

− PDEINR × tC

= (1− η)× PDEINT × tEP (KAPS payload)×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

− (β × tC + γ)− PDEINR × tC

= (1− η)× PDEINT × (a×KAPS payload + b)×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

− (β × tC + γ)− PDEINR × tC

(4.9)

Where
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η = 93.16%

a = 3.225× 10−5

b = 1.027× 10−3

β = 1.525× 10−4

γ = −3.31× 10−7

KAPS payload ∈ [1, 86]

According to the mathematical expression of the energy conversion Equ.4.9,

only the byte length (KAPS payload) of the EP’s APS payload, the length

of scheduling cycle (tC) and the DEINR’s equivalent power (PDEINR) are

variables.

4.4 Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm

4.4.1 Problem Formulation

The target is to maximize the throughput of wireless information, namely,

the bandwidth used for transmitting the conventional ZigBee DPs in the the-

sis’s designed DEIN system. Hence, the shorter EPs (shorter byte length of

the EP’s APS payload) or the more infrequent EPs are created, the less the

bandwidth is utilized for EPs and the more bandwidth is left for the con-

ventional ZigBee DPs. However, less bandwidth for transmitting EPs means

less RF energy is transmitted to the DEINR. As a result, the transmitted

RF energy from the DEINT must afford the energy usage of the DEINR or
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at least meet its minimum desired energy. If considering a single scheduling

cycle, the increased DC energy in the DEINR’s supercapacitor during a sin-

gle scheduling cycle must be equal or greater than 0 J. Hence, according to

the energy conversion Equ.4.9, the first constraint for the DEIN system is

expressed as,

C1 : Einc(tC) ≥ 0 (4.10)

According to the format of the ZigBee based APS data packet as well as

the restriction of the byte length filled in the APS payload field described

in Fig.4.3, the following constraint regarding the maximum number of bytes

can be filled in the EP’s APS payload field must be met.

C2 : KAPS payload ∈ [1, 86] (4.11)

Be subject to the constraints C1 and C2, the problem of maximizing the

bandwidth for transmitting the conventional ZigBee DPs is formulated as,

P1 : Maximize
tC ,KAPS payload

tC − tEP (KAPS payload)

tC

subject to : C1− C2

(4.12)

Since the time of transmitting an EP (tEP (KAPS payload)) is shorter than the

length of a scheduling cycle (tC), the formulation (4.12) is always positive.

4.4.2 Algorithm to Maximize the Throughput of

Wireless Information

In order to solve the formulated problem in (4.12), Algorithm 1 is pro-

posed to find the optimal tC and KAPS payload values to make the formula
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Algorithm 1 Maximize the bandwidth for transmitting ZigBee DPs
Input :

d ← RF energy transmission distance, λ ← 2.4 GHz wavelength

Gt ← Transmission antenna gain, Gr ← Receiving antenna gain

η ← 93.16%, β ← 1.525× 10−4, γ ← −3.31× 10−7

a ← 3.225× 10−5, b ← 1.027× 10−3

PDEINT ← 2 W Transmission power

PDEINR ← DEINR’s equivalent power

Output : tC , KAPS payload

Initialisation :

1: Let temp tC = 0, temp KAPS payload = 0, BDPs = 0

Main Process :

2: for all tC ∈ [0.005 : 0.005 : 0.5] do

3: for all KAPS payload ∈ [1 : 5 : 86] do

4: Calculate Einc(tC) basing on the energy conversion Equ.4.9

5: if Einc(tC) ≥ 0 then

6: temp BDPs ← tC−tEP (KAPS payload)

tC

7: if BDPs < temp BDPs then

8: BDPs ← temp BDPs

9: temp tC ← tC

10: temp KAPS payload ← KAPS payload

11: end if

12: end if

13: end for

14: end for

15: if BDPs > 0 then

16: tC ← temp tC , KAPS payload ← temp KAPS payload

17: return tC , KAPS payload

18: else

19: return Fail

20: end if
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(4.12) achieves a maximum value in the condition of meeting the constraint

C1 formulated in (4.10) and C2 formulated in (4.11). According to the

algorithm, the value range of the tC is from 0.005 to 0.5 in the step of

0.005, and the value range of the KAPS payload is from 1 to 86 in the step

of 5. In the initialisation process, two temporary variables, the temp tC and

temp KAPS payload are cleared, which are used for backing up the final chosen

tC and KAPS payload values in the algorithm’s main process. The variables

BDPs is reset for bucking up the calculated bandwidth in the algorithm’s

main process basing on formula (4.12). After that, the main process be-

gins to used all tC and KAPS payload values in their value range to calculate

the Einc(tC) value according to the energy conversion Equ.4.9. If a pair of

tC and KAPS payload values let Einc(tC) equal or greater than 0, the pair of

values will be used for calculating the bandwidth which is for transmitting

ZigBee DPs. If the new calculated bandwidth is greater than the backup

value, the new bandwidth value will be bucked up as well as the pair of tC

and KAPS payload values. After all the pairs of tC and KAPS payload values are

tried, the algorithm will check the backup BDPs. If it is positive, it means

there are optimal tC and KAPS payload values to supply adequate energy to

the DEINR, and then the backups of the optimal tC and KAPS payload values

are returned eventually. However, if the BDPs still equals to 0, an error signal

will be returned to the DEIN control system to indicate that the RF energy

transmission cannot afford the energy usage of the DEINR, which may be

due to the equivalent power of the DEINR is too high, or the RF energy

transmission distance is too long.

Fig.4.10 describes the designed control software for running Algorithm 1.
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Figure 4.10: The control software designed for carrying out Algorithm 1.

In the beginning, the ZigBee related circuitry on the DEINR is powered off

because its supercapacitor’s voltage is lower than the critical value to enable

the voltage regulator. To power on the DEINR’s ZigBee related circuitry as

soon as possible, a fast RF energy charging procedure is initially launched
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by the DEIN control system. In the beginning, a charging command is

dispatched from the smart gateway (with the ZigBee dongle) to the DEINT

to instruct the initial charging procedure. During this procedure, the longest

packet size is applied to build EPs. Also, the shortest interval is used for

sending EPs. The charging command is also a ZigBee standard APS data

packet with 3 bytes filled in the APS payload field. The first byte indicates

the KAPS payload value used for creating the EPs in the DEINT, and the next

two bytes contain the tC value for setting the count down timer to schedule

EPs transmission. Once the DEINT receives the charging command, the

EPs are created and sent by intervals according to the received instruction.

During the fast RF energy charging procedure, the maximum bandwidth is

allocated for transmitting EPs by putting the maximum 86 bytes in the EP’s

APS payload field and using the shortest tC (5 ms) to activate the DEINR’s

ZigBee related circuitry as soon as possible. 5 ms is the minimum step to

adjust the interval, which is defined by the count down timer of the DEINT’s

microcontroller. The first byte in the EP’s APS payload indicates the current

charging state, which is voltage boosting stage at the moment.

When the voltage of the DEINR’s supercapacitor rises to a critical point

(3.9 V) that can enable the voltage regular, the ZigBee and its sensor circuitry

are switched on by the stable output voltage from the regular. Thereafter,

its behaviour (the message to describe the type of sensor and the sensor’s

sampling frequency) is uploaded to the smart gateway regarding the sensor’s

type and the interval to upload the sensor data. Once got this report from

the DEINR, the smart gateway will then check the database to obtain the

equivalent power (PDEINR) of the DEINR. Thereafter, the PDEINR is used as
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an input to Algorithm 1 together with the other constant system parameters.

After executing Algorithm 1, the returned KAPS payload and tC values are

sent to the DEINT through a new charging command. Then, the charging

procedure managed in the DEINT is updated by resizing the EPs or readjust

the scheduling cycle, and the byte in the EP to indicate the charging stage

is replaced by “maintain”.

4.5 System Evaluation

4.5.1 The DEINR’s Equivalent Power (PDEINR)

Estimation

The equivalent power of the DEINR, namely, the PDEINR, is the power mea-

sured in watt to describe the general energy usage in the DEINR. It is a

critical input for the designed bandwidth algorithm as its value affects the

amount of the RF energy per scheduling cycle should be transmitted to the

DEINR. The PDEINR value is estimated via the practical measurement based

on the behaviours of the DEINR’s ZigBee related circuitry such as sending

a ZigBee packet, flashing an LED, reading the temperature data from the

sensor, etc. Thereafter, the estimated PDEINR value only for the specific

DEINR is set as a pre-store parameter in the database of the smart gateway.

The following details describe the steps of estimating the PDEINR value.

Since the thesis’s designed DEINR is programmed to transmit a tempera-
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Figure 4.11: The measured current after switching the ZigBee related cir-

cuitry

ture data packet and flash a LED during the transmission in every 5 seconds

after successfully joins the network, most of the energy is used through the

circuital behaviours which are data exchange between the ZigBee module

and the temperature sensor, transmitting a wireless ZigBee packet, receiv-

ing an ACK packet from the ZigBee dongle and flashing a LED during the

packet transmission period. By using a digital multimeter to connect the

output port of the (2.8 V) voltage regulator and the input of the ZigBee re-

lated circuitry, the circuital current can be measured. Fig.4.11 shows the

captured trace of the current consumed in the ZigBee related circuitry. As

the output voltage from the voltage regulator is constant (2.8 V), the whole

consumed energy during the 5 seconds is calculated basing on the plotted
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points in Fig.4.11. The DEINR’s equivalent power is then calculated by the

calculated energy divided by the 5 seconds. As a result, the estimated results

are listed in Table.4.2.

Table 4.2: Calculated results for evaluating the DEINR’s equivalent power

Parameter Description Notation Value

Consumed energy for sending a tempera-

ture data packet and flash a LED
Emain 16.06 mJ

Consumed energy for other system event

running inside the ZigBee MCU
Eother 5.84 mJ

Consumed energy in the ZigBee related

circuitry every 5 seconds
Eall 21.9 mJ

DEINR’s equivalent power PDEINR 4.38 mW

4.5.2 Algorithm Evaluation

Table 4.3: Constant system parameters for the algorithm evaluation

Description Notation Value

RF power for sending an EP PDEINT 2 W

Transmission Antenna Gain Gt 14 dBi

Receiving Antenna Gain Gr 14 dBi

2.4 GHz wavelength λ 12.49× 10−2 m

DEINR’s equivalent power PDEINR 4.38× 10−3 W

RF energy transmission distance d 0.47 m
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Table 4.4: Four sets of Einc(tC) and BDPs values obtained from the algorithm

Set number tC KAPS payload Einc(tc) BDPs

1 0.01 s 81 bytes −1.3561× 10−6 J 63.61%

2 0.01 s 86 bytes 5.774× 10−7 J 62%

3 0.005 s 26 bytes 3.7515× 10−8 J 62.69%

4 0.005 s 21 bytes −1.896× 10−6 J 65.92%

The constant system parameters listed in Table.4.3 are used for algorithm

evaluation. After running Algorithm 1, the four sets of tc and KAPS payload

solutions are listed in Table.4.4. In addition, the related Einc(tC) and BDPs

calculated based on the four set tC and KAPS payload solutions are also listed

aside. According to the algorithm, the four Einc(tC) values are closet to 0.

The third pair of Einc(tC) and BDPs solution is the optimal choice, which

maximize BDPs and also comply with that Einc(tC) must be greater than

0. Thereafter, four experiments are carried out by separately applying the

four sets tC and KAPS payload solutions. In the beginning of each experiment,

the DEINR is in power-off mode until its supercapacitor’s voltage climbs to

3.9 V. Thereafter, it is activated and joins the network. Along the timeline,

the DEINR will transmit a DP involving the temperature information and

flash an LED in every 5 seconds.

Fig.4.12 shows the captured traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage from

the four experiments. By observing the voltage variation in Fig.4.12a and

Fig.4.12d, the supercapacitor’s voltage gradually decreases along the timeline

as their related Einc(tC) (harvested DC energy per scheduling cycle) are less
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than 0. Furthermore, the decline speed of voltage in Fig.4.12d is quicker than

Fig.4.12a as the fourth Einc(tC) in Table.4.4 is less than the first one. Hence,

the first and the fourth results in Fig.4.12a and Fig.4.12d meet experimental

expectation.

According to the experimental expectation to the results in Fig.4.12b and

Fig.4.12c, the supercapacitor’s voltage should rise or keep constant along the

timeline since their related Einc(tC) are greater than 0. The experiment

in Fig.4.12c is based on the third pair of Einc(tC) and BDPs solution in

Table.4.4. Under the condition that Einc(tC) must be greater than 0, a

maximum bandwidth for ZigBee data transmission is obtained by applying

the third pair of solution. Therefore, the third pair is optimal. However, the

voltage curve in Fig.4.12c shows a decreasing tendency over time. Although

the supercapacitor’s voltage is very close to a constant level, it still lower

than the expectation voltage at the end of the timeline. Hence, the third

pair solution does not meet the system requirement. The result in Fig.4.12b

is based on the second pair of Einc(tC) and BDPs in Table.4.4. Obviously, in

Fig.4.12b, the supercapacitor’s voltage gradually increases along the timeline,

which satisfies the energy usage of the DEINR.

Fig.4.13 show the comparison between the experimental results with and

without the bandwidth allocation algorithm. Two captured traces of the su-

percapacitor’s voltage are plotted in Fig.4.13a. The stable trace is obtained

with the bandwidth allocation algorithm. The fluctuant trace is obtained

based on the voltage feedback mechanism. Fig.4.13b shows the per cent

of bandwidth left for transmitting DPs, which is calculated based on the
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Figure 4.13: A comparison between the experimental results with and with-

out the bandwidth allocation algorithm. (a) The comparison between the

captured traces of the supercapacitor’s voltage with and without the band-

width allocation algorithm. (b) The comparison between the per cent of

bandwidth left for DPs transmission with and without the bandwidth allo-

cation algorithm.
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experiments in Fig.4.13a. According to the results, the weighted average

bandwidth for transmitting DPs with the bandwidth allocation algorithm is

61.77% higher than the bandwidth without the bandwidth allocation algo-

rithm. With the algorithm, the bandwidth for DPs transmission, namely,

the throughput of wireless information, is significantly improved.

4.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the thesis proposes a strategy that transmits the minimum

required RF energy to the DEINR. It aims to use the minimum bandwidth for

transmission EPs and leave as much bandwidth as possible for DPs (wireless

information) transmission. To achieving the aim, a scheduling cycle model is

designed for managing the time slots for transmitting RF energy and wire-

less information. In addition, the bandwidth allocation for EPs and DPs

depends on how to build the scheduling cycle. Furthermore, an RF energy

transmission and harvesting model is designed for modelling the process of

energy conversion. The studying is from the initial transmitted RF energy to

final increased DC energy in the supercapacitor. According to the proposed

models, a set of experiments are carried out for studying the mathematical

relationship between the time duration of transmitting an EP and the num-

ber of bytes filled in the EP’s APS payload field. Furthermore, a training

process involving 4 sets of experiments are carried out for estimating the

mathematical expression of the energy loss in the DEINR during a schedul-

ing cycle. By combining all the derived mathematical expressions in this
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chapter, the energy conversion equation is concluded. It quantifies the rela-

tionship between the increased amount of DC energy in the supercapacitor

and the parameters of the scheduling cycle. Hence, with the help of the en-

ergy conversion equation, a bandwidth allocation algorithm is designed for

maximizing the bandwidth for DPs transmission. Finally, the experimen-

tal results prove that the throughput of wireless information is significantly

improved with the bandwidth allocation algorithm applied.



Chapter 5

Resource Allocation Algorithm

for Energy-Efficient DEIN

5.1 Introduction

According to the practical system model described in Chapter 3 and 4, the

energy conversion efficiency from the DEINT to the DEINR is quite low.

It is inevitable that the RF energy loss in the air. Also, RF-to-DC effi-

ciency is determined by the hardware characters. To the DEINR, the only

energy source is the RF energy. Hence, to achieve an energy-efficient DEIN,

the efficiency of energy utilization deserves to be investigated. According to

current measurement depicted in Fig.4.11, the DEINR’s uplink data trans-

mission consumes the most energy. Hence, in this chapter, the thesis aims

137
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to minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink data.

In this chapter, a new topology is proposed for the DEIN system involving

a DEINT and two DEINRs. Based on the new topology, a new RF energy

transmission method is designed for multiple DEINRs. Related works [49]

[37] who have built a practical RF energy transmission use a static directional

antenna to face the receiver directly. Normally, their system only consists of

a single RF energy receiver. To transmit RF energy to multiple DEINRs,

the DEINT’s transmission (directional) antenna is designed with a rotation

function. Therefore, the DEINT can rotate its transmission antenna opposite

to every DEINR to charge them in turn. Chapter 4 integrates EP and DP in

a scheduling cycle for the DEIN system with a single DEINR. As a different

case, this chapter designs a time allocation model to organize RF energy

transmission and uplink data transmission in different time slots for multiple

devices in the DEIN system.

During the RF energy transmission process, a series of EPs are transmit-

ted to a target DEINR. After harvesting the RF energy from the EPs, an up-

link data transmission process will be launched by the DEINR immediately.

The just-harvested energy could be used up for the uplink data transmission.

To fully utilize the just-harvested energy, the DEINT will transmit as much

uplink data as possible.

Based on the time allocation model, a resource allocation algorithm is

proposed and evaluated in this chapter. It is designed to allocate the optimal

time for RF energy transmission and the uplink data transmission for each

DEINR. Also, it works out the optimal transmission power of the DEINT.
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With the algorithm, the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink data

is minimized, which improves the DEIN system’s efficiency of RF energy

utilization.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 pro-

poses a multiple DEINRs based DEIN topology. Section 5.3 describes the

proposed system models such as the energy estimation model and time al-

location model. In addition, the problem of how to minimize the energy

consumption per bit of uplink data is proposed. Section 5.4 describes the

method and related algorithm to solve the proposed problem. Section 5.5

evaluates the performance of the algorithm, and the numeric results prove

its validity.

5.2 Topology for DEIN System Involving

Multiple DEINRs

Fig.5.1 describes a DEIN system including a single DEINT and two DEINRs.

In the aspect of network functionality, the DEINT works as the ZigBee router

and the DEINR works as the ZigBee end-device. In the DEIN system with

multiple DEINRs, the DEINT has to keep listening as it also works as a

ZigBee router. Hence, for the DEINT, its directional antenna is configured

only for transmission, and its Omni antenna is always set to keep listening.

The antennas on the DEINR is arranged as same as the way in Section 3.2.

Its directional antenna is used for receiving RF energy contained in the EPs,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: A DEIN system involving two DEINRs: (a) In time slot 1, the

DEINT transmits EPs to charge the DEINR A. (b) In time slot 2, the DEINR

A transmit uplink data to the DEINT (ZigBee router). Meanwhile, turning

the DEINT’s antenna anticlockwise. (c) In time slot 3, the DEINT forwards

the just-received uplink data to the ZigBee coordinator. (d) In time slot

4, the DEINT transmits EPs to charge the DEINR B when the DEINT’s

antenna is turned opposite to the DEINR B.
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and its Omni antenna is for duplex communication, namely, uplink data

transmission and downlink data receiving. Since the RF energy transmission

and receiving antennas have to be placed to face each other for the best energy

conversion efficiency, the RF energy transmission procedures for charging

DEINR A and DEINR B are scheduled in different time slots. In addition,

during each time slot for RF energy transmission, the DEINT’s directional

antenna only faces to either DEINR A or DEINR B. The distance between

the DEINT to each DEINR is within 1 meter, which is same as the RF energy

charging distance between the DEINT to the single DEINR in Chapter 3 and

4. The reason for the limited charging distance is explained in Section 4.2.1.

The scenarios in the four sequential time slots are separately described in

Fig.5.1a, Fig.5.1b, Fig.5.1c and Fig.5.1d.

Figure 5.2: The scheduled time slots for RF energy and uplink data trans-

mission in the DEIN system involving two DEINRs.

During time slot 1, the DEINT sends EPs to charge DEINR A. In time

slot 2, the DEINT suspends the RF energy transmission and starts to turn
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its directional antenna anticlockwise. Meanwhile, DEINR A commences the

process of uplink data transmission, and the uplink data is transmitted to

the DEINT’s receiving antenna. In time slot 3, the DEINT forwards the

just-received uplink data to the ZigBee coordinator through its transmission

antenna. Thereafter, in time slot 4, the DEINT’s antenna is turned opposite

to DEINR B, and the DEINT transmits the EPs to charging it within the

time slot. After that, DEINR B will transmit its uplink data to the DEINT’s

receiving antenna. Meanwhile, the DEINT’s transmission antenna will be

turned clockwise to forward the uplink data of DEINR B to the ZigBee

coordinator. Thereafter, the scenario in time slot 1 will be repeated an so

on.

Fig.5.2 describes the time scheduling method to manage the EPs and the

uplink data (conventional ZigBee DPs) from the DEINRs in the two DEINRs

based DEIN system. During the time slots for the RF energy transmission,

the DEINRs always keep silence when they are receiving RF energy. After

receiving the EPs, the DEINR will utilize and run out the just-harvested

energy for uplink data transmission. That is to say, the amount of uplink data

depends on the amount of harvested energy during the previous time slot.

Based on the router function of the DEINT, all the uplink data of the DEINRs

will be initially transmitted to the DEINT and then immediately forwarded

to the ZigBee coordinator through the DEINT’s transmission antenna.
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5.3 System Modelling

5.3.1 Energy Estimation Model

The block diagram depicted in Fig.5.3 models the consumed energy in both

RF energy transmitter and receiver side. In addition, it models the progress

of the RF-to-DC energy conversion for transmitting a K bit-length EP from

the DEINT to the DEINR. The energy estimation model involves the esti-

mated energy consumption for transmitting a K bit-length EP in the DEINT’s

RF PA circuitry, the inductive energy from the DEINR’s directional antenna

by receiving the K bit-length EP, the estimated energy consumption in the

receiver circuitry and the converted DC energy eventually stored in the su-

percapacitor.

By referring to the first order radio model [12], the energy consumption

for transmitting a K bit-length EP in the DEINT’s RF PA is modelled as,

ET (K) = εamp ×K ×R2 (5.1)

Where K is the number of bits contained in the EP. εamp is the path loss

character which indicates the energy attenuation speed of the transmitted

EP. It has the unit of Joule per bit per square meter (J/bit/m2). The R

is the maximum dissipation distance of the RF energy waves, which is the

longest distance the transmitted RF waves can reach.

It is assumed that the consumed energy in the RF PA circuitry is totally

converted to the energy contained in the transmitted RF waves [12]. Hence,
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Figure 5.3: The energy estimation model for transmitting a K bit-length EP

from the DEINT to the DEINR [12]

the ET (K) also represents the transmitted RF energy through transmitting

a K bit-length EP, which equals to the amount of the dissipated RF energy

in the distance R. With the help of Friis transmission equation [124], the re-

lationship between the transmitted RF energy and the inductive energy from

the DEINR’s receiving antenna regarding the K bit-length EP is expressed

as,
EI(K)

ET (K)
=
Pr × t
Pt × t

= GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 (5.2)

Where EI(K) is the inductive energy obtained from the DEINR’s directional

antenna. The Pr and the Pt are power fed into the transmission antenna and

power delivered at the receiving antenna, respectively. The t is the duration

of sending/receiving the K bit-length EP. The Gr and Gt are receiving and

transmission antenna gains, respectively. The λ is the wavelength of the

radio frequency. The d is the practical RF energy transmission distance
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between the DEINT and the DEINR. After transforming Equ.5.2, the EI(K)

is expressed as,

EI(K) = ET (K)×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 (5.3)

With the help of Equ.5.1 and Equ.5.3, the harvested DC energy obtained

by receiving a K bit-length EP is expressed as the following equation by

subtracting the estimated energy consumption in the receiving circuitry.

EH(K) = EI(K)− Eelec ×K

= ET (K)×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eelec ×K

= εamp ×K ×R2 ×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eelec ×K

(5.4)

Where EH(K) represents harvested DC energy stored in the supercapaci-

tor by receiving a K bit-length EP. The Eelec is the estimated energy con-

sumption by receiving a single bit of an EP in the receiving circuitry. The

EH(K) must be greater then 0. It means there is DC energy harvested by

the DEINR to supply their uplink data transmission. Hence, the following

constraint should be met in the energy estimation model.

C1 : EH(K) > 0 (5.5)

5.3.2 The Time Allocation Model

As the DEINR’s uplink data transmission relies on the harvested RF energy

in the previous time slot, the time is allocated separately for receiving RF

energy (the EPs) and transmitting uplink data (ZigBee DPs) for the DEINR.

The time allocation model is described in Fig.5.4, which models the period
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Figure 5.4: The time allocation model for receiving EPs and then transmit-

ting uplink data (ZigBee DPs)

from the beginning of the RF energy charging/harvesting process to the

finishing time-point of the successful uplink data transmission process. The

time tEP can be measured via an oscilloscope by tracing the voltage at the

RF power detecting pin of the RF power amplifier. While the DEINT is

continuously sending m EPs, the measured pulse width is the tEP . The

measurement is the same as the method introduced in Section 4.3.1. The time

tDP can be measured by the same method when the DEINT is forwarding

the uplink data from a DEINR to the ZigBee coordinator. The time tEP is

allocated for the DEINT to transmit a series of EPs to charge the DEINR

A. At the end of the time tEP , the DEINT’s directional antenna begins to

revolve anticlockwise towards to the ZigBee coordinator, and the DEINR A

immediately triggers the process to transmit the uplink data to the DEINT,

namely, the ZigBee router. The time tDP is the time taken for the DEINR A

to transmit the uplink data as well as the duration for the DEINT to forward

the uplink data from the DEINR A. The length of the tDP depends on how

much energy is harvested in time tEP . The time tC is the sum of the tEP and
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tDP . According to the time allocation model, the maximum number of bits

involved in the uplink data transmission during the time tDP is modelled as,

Duplink = tDP ×Bmax

= (tC − tEP )×Bmax

= Bmax × tC −K ×m, ∀m ∈ N

(5.6)

WhereBmax is the typical ZigBee bandwidth with the unit of bits per seconds,

which indicates the maximum data transmission speed of the ZigBee based

network. It is usually a pre-test value marked by the device manufacturer

and recognized as a constant value in the DEIN system. The K ×m is the

overall number of bits involved in the EP stream throughout the time tEP .

Hence, the Duplink is the maximum number of bits of the uplink data can be

generated and transmitted in the time tDP , which relies on the harvested DC

energy in the time tEP .

As the harvested DC energy during the time tEP is exhausted by the

DEINR A in the time tDP , the following constraint must be met according

to the time allocation model.

C2 : Euplink = m× EH(K), ∀m ∈ N (5.7)

Where

Euplink = PTX × tDP

= PTX × (tC − tEP )

= PTX × (tC −
K ×m
Bmax

)
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The Euplink represents the consumed energy in the DEINR A for uplink

data transmission during the time tDP . The PTX is the transmission power

configured in the RF PA circuitry of the DEINR A for transmitting the

uplink data to the DEINT. The m × EH(K) represents the harvested DC

energy by receiving m EPs which have the same bit-length of K.

According to the time allocation model, the DEINT’s transmission power

for transmitting EPs can be estimated by the calculation that is dividing the

total transmitted RF energy by the duration of this transmission. Hence,

with the help of Equ.5.1, the DEINT’s transmission power, namely, the

PDEINT , is expressed as,

PDEINT =
ET (K)×m

tEP

=
εamp ×K ×R2 ×m

K ×m
Bmax

= εamp ×R2 ×Bmax

(5.8)

Where the PDEINT represents the RF transmission power with the unit of

watts. The estimated PDEINT is treated as the guidance for configuring the

practical RF transmission power in the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry. Hence, its

value is limited by the maximum RF transmission power the RF PA circuitry

can supply. Therefore, the following constraint must be met.

C3 : PDEINT ≤ Pt max (5.9)
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5.3.3 Problem Formulation

The involved notations in this section is listed in Table.5.1. Also, the rele-

vant description of each notation is stated. Since the DEINR is battery-less

Table 5.1: Involved notations in the system models

Notation Description

tEP allocated time for the DEINT to transmit EPs to a DEINR

tDP allocated time for a DEINR’s uplink data transmission

tC sum of the tEP and the tDP

R maximum dissipation distance of the RF energy waves

εamp path loss character (joule per bit per square meter)

Bmax typical bandwidth of the ZigBee based network

Eelec receiver circuitry’s consumed energy by receiving single-bit EP

Gr transmission antenna gain

Gt receiving antenna gain

λ wavelength of the RF energy waves

d practical RF energy transmission distance

PDEINT DEINT’s transmission power

Pt max maximum transmission power of DEINT

PTX DEINR’s transmission power for transmitting uplink data

device, the only energy resource to the DEINR is from the DEINT. The to-

tal consumed energy in the DEINT can be recognized as the system’s total

consumed energy. Hence, minimizing the system’s total energy consumption

for uplink data transmission, is to minimize the total consumed energy in
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the DEINT within the time period that transmitting a maximum amount of

uplink data from DEINR to the ZigBee coordinator. Therefore, according

to the time allocation model, the optimization problem for minimizing the

system’s total energy consumption for uplink data transmission is formulated

as,

P1 : Minimize
tEP , tDP , PDEINT

PDEINT × tC
Duplink

subject to : C1− C3

(5.10)

Where the PDEINT×tC represents the total of consumed energy in the DEINT

from the beginning of the RF energy transmission process to the finishing

time-point of the uplink data transmission process. The Duplink is the max-

imum number of bits involved in the uplink data can be finally transmitted

to the ZigBee coordinator during this period. Hence, the problem P1 aims

to minimize the system’s total consumed energy per bit of uplink data. To

solving this problem, the optimally allocated time slots tEP , tDP and the op-

timal transmission power PDEINT of the DEINT’s needs to be optimized. In

this formulated problem, C1 describes that the value of the EH(K) must be

greater than 0. C2 describes that the exhausted energy in the DEINR dur-

ing the process of uplink data transmission is equivalent to the just-harvested

DC energy. C3 is the restrictions of transmission power can be configured in

the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry.
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5.4 Resource Allocation Algorithm

5.4.1 Transformation

By observing the expression of problem (5.10), PDEINT , tC and Duplink are

all variable. Referring to Equ.5.8, PDEINT is affected by the εamp, R, and

Bmax. Referring to the time allocation model in Fig.5.4, tC is affected by tEP

and tDP . According to Equ.5.6, Duplink is affected by Bmax, tC , K and m.

Hence, to solve the optimization problem, the expression (5.10) needs to be

transformed. By introducing a notation, namely, the Ind, to represent the

expression (5.10), the (5.10) is transformed as (with the help of Equ.5.6 and

Equ.5.8),

Ind =
PDEINT × tC

Duplink

=
εamp ×R2 ×Bmax × tC
Bmax × tC −K ×m

, ∀m ∈ N
(5.11)

By considering the constrain C2, the tC can be obtained from the Equ.5.7.

In addition, with the help of the Equ.5.1, the tC is expressed as,

tC =
m× EH(K)

PTX
+
m×K
Bmax

=
m× (εamp ×K ×R2 ×GrGt(

λ

4πd
)2 − Eelec ×K)

PTX
+
m×K
Bmax

, ∀m ∈ N
(5.12)
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Thereafter, by replacing the tC in the Equ.5.11 with the expression (5.12),

the Equ.5.11 is transformed as,

Ind =
εamp ×R2 ×Bmax

Bmax − 1

εamp ×R2 ×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 − Eelec

PTX
+

1

Bmax

(5.13)

By observing the Equ.5.13, if the RF energy transmission distance (d) is

fixed, only the argument R is variable. Hence, the problem P1 formulated in

(5.10) can be transformed to the mathematical problem P2, which aims to

find the optimal value of R to minimize the Ind.

P2 : Minimize
R

Ind(R)

subject to : C1, C3

(5.14)

5.4.2 Solving the Problem

To solving the problem P2, it is required to find the minimum value of the

Ind(R) within the boundary of the argument R. If there is a value of R

(within its boundary) can make the first-order derivative of the Ind(R) equal

to 0 and the second-order derivative of the Ind(R) is always greater than 0

(within the boundary of the argument R), Ind(R) is recognized as a concave

function. Within the boundary of the argument R, Ind(R) has a minimum

value. Hence, the first-order derivative to the Ind(R) with respect to the

argument R will be calculated firstly. By transforming Equ.5.13, the Ind(R)
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is expressed as,

Ind(R) = εamp ×R2 +
PTX × εamp ×R2

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × εamp ×R2 −Bmax × Eelec

(5.15)

If let

U(R) = εamp ×R2

The Ind(U) is expressed as,

Ind(U) = U +
PTX × U

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U −Bmax × Eelec

As

d(Ind)

d(R)
=
d(Ind)

d(U)
· d(U)

d(R)

Then, there is

d(Ind)

d(U)
= 1 +

PTX × (GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U −Bmax × Eelec)

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U −Bmax × Eelec)2

−
PTX ×GrGt(

λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U −Bmax × Eelec)2

= 1− PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × U −Bmax × Eelec)2
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and

d(U)

d(R)
= 2× εamp ×R

As a result, the first-order derivative to the Ind(R) with respect to the ar-

gument R is obtained as,

d(Ind)

d(R)
=(1− PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × εamp ×R2 −Bmax × Eelec)2

)

× (2× εamp ×R)

(5.16)

In order to find the zero value point of the Ind(R), a value of R to make

Equ.5.16 equal to 0 need to be found. To simplify the calculation procedures,

a specific value of U can be found to let d(Ind)
d(U)

equal to 0, which therefore

make d(Ind)
d(R)

equal to 0 because that the d(U)
d(R)

is always greater than 0. As a

result, the following two zero value points make the d(Ind)
d(U)

equal to 0.

U =
Bmax × Eelec +

√
PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax

Or

U =
Bmax × Eelec −

√
PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax

By consider the constraint C1 in (5.5), also with the help of the Equ.5.4, the

expression of (5.5) can be transformed as,

εamp ×R2 >
Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

(5.17)
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Because the U(R) is expressed by εamp × R2, only the first zero value point

(U) meets the above constraint. Therefore, the correct zero value point (R)

to let d(Ind)
d(R)

equal to 0 is

R =

√√√√√Bmax × Eelec +
√
PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × εamp

(5.18)

To prove that the calculated zero value point R in (5.18) makes the

Ind(R) in (5.15) reach to its minimum value, the second-order derivative

to the Ind(R) (in 5.15) with respect to the R needs to be calculated. The

proving process is described as follows. By transforming the Equ.5.16, there

is

d(Ind)

d(R)
= 2× εamp ×R−

2× PTX × εamp × Eelec

A2 ×Bmax × ε2amp ×R3 +
E2
elec ×Bmax

R
− 2× Eelec ×Bmax × A× εamp ×R

Where

A = GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

Then, its second-order derivative is
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d2(Ind)

d(R)2
= 2×εamp+

2×PTX×Eelec×εamp×(3×A2×Bmax×ε
2
amp×R

2 − E2
elec×Bmax×R

−2 − 2×Eelec×Bmax×A×εamp)

(A2×Bmax×ε2amp×R
3 +

E2
elec×Bmax

R
− 2×Eelec×Bmax×A×εamp×R)2

= 2×εamp+

2×PTX×Eelec×εamp×(3×A2×ε2amp×R
4 − E2

elec − 2×Eelec×A×εamp×R
2)

(A2×Bmax×ε2amp×R
3 +

E2
elec×Bmax

R
− 2×Eelec×Bmax×A×εamp×R)2× R2

Bmax

Where

A = GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

By observing the above second-order derivative expression of the Ind(R), it

is found that if

3×A2×ε2amp×R4 − E2
elec − 2×Eelec×A×εamp×R2

Where A = GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2

(5.19)

is greater than 0, the second-order derivative of the Ind(R) will be identically

greater then 0. Hence, by transforming the expression in (5.19), there is

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2)×(3×GrGt(

λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 − 2×Eelec)− E2

elec

(5.20)

With the help of the constraint in (5.17), there is
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GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 > Eelec

3×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 > 3×Eelec

Then, there is

3×GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 − 2×Eelec > Eelec

Therefore, there is

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2)×(3×GrGt(

λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 − 2×Eelec) > E2

elec

Finally, there is

(GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2)×(3×GrGt(

λ

4πd
)2×εamp×R2 − 2×Eelec)− E2

elec > 0

According to the process of proof described above, the expression (5.20) is

identically greater then 0 by subject to the constraint (5.17) derived from

constraint C1. Hence, the second-order derivative of the Ind(R) is identi-

cally greater then 0 by subject to the constraint C1, which proves that the

Ind(R) is a concave function with respect to the R within the constraint

C1. Therefore, the R value indicated in (5.18) makes the expression Ind(R)

reach to its minimum value. By considering the last constraint C3 and the
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problem P2 is solved as,

R =



√√√√√Bmax×Eelec+
√
PTX×Bmax×Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×Bmax×εamp

if R in (5.18) ≤

√
Pt max

εamp×Bmax√
Pt max

εamp×Bmax

if R in (5.18) >

√
Pt max

εamp×Bmax

>

√
Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp

No solution if

√
Pt max

εamp×Bmax

≤
√

Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp

(5.21)

5.4.3 Resource Allocation Algorithm

Algorithm 2 is designed to find the optimal value of R to solve the problem

P2. Thereafter, it find the optimal values of tEP , tDP and PDEINT to solve the

problem P1 depends on the optimal R. It is a resource allocation algorithm

which intends to minimize the energy cost for the DEINR’s uplink data

transmission. It allocates the optimal time length for the DEINT’s RF energy

transmission and the DEINR’s uplink data transmission, and it configures

the optimal transmission power for transmitting EPs (RF energy) in the

DEIN system.

According to the primary process described in Algorithm 2, it firstly cal-

culates the optimal value of R basing on the Equ.5.18. Thereafter, the opti-

mal transmission power for transmitting EPs is calculated based on Equ.5.8.

Then, it checks if the obtained value of transmission power exceeds the limit

of the maximum transmission power the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry can set.

The maximum transmission power is a preset value, which depends on the
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Algorithm 2 Resource allocation to minimize the energy cost for the

DEINR’s uplink data transmission
Input :

d ← RF energy transmission distance, λ ← 2.4 GHz wavelength

Gt ← Transmission antenna gain, Gr ← Receiving antenna gain

Eelec ← Consumed energy in DEINR for receiving a single-bit EP

Bmax ← Typical bandwidth of the ZigBee based network

εamp ← Path loss character (joule per bit per square meter)

PTX ← DEINR’s transmission power for transmitting uplink data

Pt max ← Maximum transmission power of DEINT for transmitting EPs

K ← the number of bits contained in the EP

m ← the preset number of EPs for each RF energy transmission period

Output : tEP , tDP , PDEINT

1: Let temp R = 0, temp Pt = 0

2: if

√
Pt max

εamp×Bmax
≤

√
Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2×εamp

then

3: return Fault

4: else

5: temp R←
√√√√Bmax × Eelec +

√
PTX ×Bmax × Eelec

GrGt(
λ

4πd
)2 ×Bmax × εamp

6: temp Pt ← εamp × (temp R)2 ×B

7: if temp Pt ≤ Pt max then

8: PDEINT ← temp Pt

9: else

10: temp R←
√

Pt max
εamp ×Bmax

11: PDEINT ← Pt max

12: end if

13: tEP ← K ×m
Bmax

14: calculate tC according to (5.12) and temp R

15: tDP ← tC − tEP
16: return tEP , tDP , PDEINT

17: end if
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hardware character of the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry. If the calculated trans-

mission power is smaller than the maximum transmission power, the calcu-

lated optimal transmission power will be returned. Otherwise, the maximum

transmission power of the DEINT’s RF PA circuitry will be returned, and the

optimal value of R will be updated according to Equ.5.8 with the maximum

transmission power (Pt max). In the practical DEIN system, the number (m)

of EPs and the number of bits (K) included in each EP are preset param-

eters. They determine the time length (tEP ) for transmitting the EPs to

charge each DEINR in the DEIN system, which is also the duration time for

the DEINT’s transmission antenna to stay opposite to each DEINR. As time

tC can be calculated according to the Equ.5.12 with the optimal value of R,

the optimal time length (tDP ) for each DEINR’s uplink data transmission is

therefore obtained and turned.

5.5 Performance Evaluation and Numerical

Result

To evaluating the performance of the algorithm, 5 sets of simulation experi-

ments are carried out. Different RF energy transmission distance is applied

to the simulation experiments, which is from 0.2 m to 0.6 m with a step of

0.1 m. In each individual experiment, the DEINT will transmit 15000 EPs

with the same (127) bit-length at each time when its transmission antenna is

turned opposite to DEINR A or DEINR B. The remaining constant system

parameters are listed in Table.5.2.
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Table 5.2: Constant system parameters for performance evaluation

Notation Value

K 127 (bits)

m 15000

εamp 1.0× 10−9 (J/bit/m2)

Bmax 250 (Kbps)

Eelec 1× 10−9 (J/bit)

Gr 14 (dBi)

Gt 14 (dBi)

λ 12.49× 10−2 (m)

Pt max 2 (W )

PTX 0.1155 (W )

d {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8} (m)

Fig.5.5 shows the maximum number (Duplink) of bits can be transmitted

as the uplink data with respect to the DEINT’s transmission power (PDEINT )

when different RF energy transmission distance d is applied. The uplink data

is transmitted by a DEINR depends on its harvested DC energy by receiving

15000 EPs. With the growth of PDEINT , Duplink increases as the DEINT’s

transmission power increases, and therefore more energy is harvested for up-

link data transmission. By contrast, with respect to the same PDEINT , fewer

uplink data can be transmitted when longer RF energy transmission distance

d is applied because longer d bring more energy loss in the air, and the avail-

able RF energy is weakened for DEINR’s receiving antenna. Therefore, less

harvested energy only affords fewer uplink data to be transmitted.
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Figure 5.5: The maximum number of bits (Duplink) can be transmitted as

the uplink data with respect to DEINT’s transmission power (PDEINT ) when

the RF energy transmission distance d = {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8} metre.

Fig.5.6 shows the system’s total consumed energy during a successful

process of uplink data transmission with respect to DEINT’s transmission

power (PDEINT ) when the RF energy transmission distance d changes in se-

quence. A successful process of uplink data transmission is from when the

DEINT begins to transmit EPs for charging a DEINR to when the uplink

data is successfully transmitted to the ZigBee coordinator. The total con-

sumed energy is caused by transmitting 15000 EPs and forwarding the uplink

data from the DEINR to the ZigBee coordinator. When higher transmission

power (PDEINT ) is used for the DEINT to transmit EPs and forward uplink

data, it brings more energy consumption. Furthermore, according to Fig.5.5,
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Figure 5.6: The system’s total consumed energy in the DEINT dur-

ing an uplink data transmission process with to DEINT’s transmis-

sion power (PDEINT ) when the RF energy transmission distance d =

{0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8} metre.

higher PDEINT means more uplink data can be transmitted by the DEINR

and then forwarded by the DEINT. Forwarding more uplink data also brings

more energy consumption. As a result, the system’s total consumed energy

rapidly increases when PDEINT increases. By contrast, if PDEINT is fixed,

less energy is consumed during the uplink data transmission process when

longer d is applied. Longer d brings more energy loss in the air, which reduces

the finally harvested DC energy. Therefore, less uplink data is forwarded by

the DEINT, which weakens the total energy consumption.

Fig.5.7 shows the consumed energy per bit of the uplink data with re-
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Figure 5.7: The consumed energy per bit of transmitted uplink data with

respect to argument R when the RF energy transmission distance d =

{0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8} metre.

spect to argument R when different RF energy transmission distance d is

applied. The plots prove that Ind(R) in Equ.5.15 is a concave function with

respect to R. The reason for getting the concave curve can be explained

by observing Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6. In the beginning, according to Equ.5.8, a

slight increment of R will generally increase the DEINT’s transmission power

and therefore increase the DEINR’s harvested DC energy, which increases the

amount of transmitted uplink data. Although the DEINT’s energy consump-

tion also increases, the growth speed of the transmitted uplink data is quicker

than the total energy consumption. Hence, the system’s consumed energy

per bit of uplink data decreases in the beginning. With the increment of R,
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Figure 5.8: The algorithm testing result with respect to different RF energy

transmission distance d.

PDEINT increases quicker, and the growth speed of the DEINT’s energy con-

sumption becomes quicker than the transmitted uplink data. It is because

more uplink data brings also more energy consumption for the DEINT to

forward them. Hence, the system’s consumed energy per bit of uplink data

increases later.

Fig.5.8 shows the algorithm testing result when different RF energy trans-

mission distance d is applied. When the algorithm is applied, the system’s

consumed energy per bit of uplink data is minimized for every distance d.

Only the optimal R derived from the algorithm can achieve the best perfor-

mance. Then, the optimal R is used for calculating the transmission power

(PDEINT ) and the time (tDP ) allocated for uplink data transmission.
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5.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a DEIN topology involving a single DEINT and multiple

DEINRs has been proposed. Based on the topology, the energy estimation

model has been designed. The model estimates the related energy during a

process of transmitting and then receiving a K bit-length EP. The estimated

energy is the energy consumption in the DEINT, the transmitted RF energy,

the inductive energy from the DEINR’s receiving antenna, the energy con-

sumption for receiving the K bit-length EP and the finally harvested DC

energy. Furthermore, a time allocation model has been designed for manag-

ing RF energy transmission and uplink data transmission in different time

slots. The RF energy transmission is transmitting EPs to a DEINR, which

is launched by the DEINT. The uplink data transmission is launched by a

DEINR and routed by the DEINT to the smart gateway eventually. Based

on the energy estimation model and time allocation model, a resource allo-

cation algorithm has been designed to minimize the consumed energy per

bit of uplink data. Finally, the numeric results obtained by the simulation

experiments show that the energy consumption per bit of uplink data has

been successfully minimized with the algorithm applied.



Chapter 6

Adaptive Energy-Saving

Algorithm to Minimize the

DEINR’s Energy Usage

6.1 Introduction

The harvested DC energy stored in the DEINR’s supercapacitor is mainly

utilized by wireless data communication carried out by the ZigBee module

(configured as a ZigBee end-device). Because the radio function of the circuit

consumes more energy than other circuital behaviours. In this chapter, an

energy-saving algorithm is designed to minimize the average energy consump-

tion of the DEINR (ZigBee end-device). Different from the related works, the

167
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proposed algorithm is adaptive for the practical DEIN system. The average

energy consumption is a thesis’s proposed mathematical model, which con-

siders the DEINR’s energy consumption affected by the transmission power

(set by the transmission current of the hardware) of the ZigBee end-device

and its packet loss rate. According to the practical hardware character of the

applied ZigBee end-device (in Table.6.2), if the DEINR’s packet is transmit-

ted successfully, normally, its receiving radio circuit will be on for a typical

192 us for wait the relevant ACK. Thereafter, the radio function of the ZigBee

end-device will be switched off until next packet transmission. If DEINR’s

packet is transmitted failed, its receiving radio circuit will be on for a max-

imum 37 ms (waiting for an unexisting ACK), which is max ACK waiting

time defined by ZigBee protocol [125]. The idle current of the receiving radio

circuit when waiting for the ACK is 24 mA. For successful and failed packet

transmission, different energy is consumed in receiving radio circuit due to

different ACK waiting time. For example, when decreasing the transmis-

sion power, the packet loss rate could increase. Decreasing the transmission

power can reduce energy consumption. failed packets transmission causes ex-

tra energy consumption on the receiving radio circuit. If the reduced energy

consumption by the former is higher than the extra energy consumption by

the latter, the average energy consumption of the ZigBee end-device is re-

duced. Otherwise, the average energy consumption of the ZigBee end-device

is increased. Hence, the energy-saving algorithm proposed in this chapter

aims to adaptively adjust the transmission power of the ZigBee end-device

to obtain a minimized average energy consumption. It balances the trade-off

between the transmission power and the packet loss rate.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 pro-

poses a energy consumption model for estimation the consumed energy of the

radio function. Section 6.3 describes the proposed energy-saving algorithm.

Section 6.4 shows the results for algorithm performance evaluation.

6.2 Energy Consumption Model

A complete packet transmission process consists of a time period for sending

a packet and then receiving the related ACK packets. In Fig.6.1, the first

order radio model [12] is introduced to estimate related energy consumption.

Transmit Electronics
 

TX amplifier

Receive Electronics
Other energy 
consumption

K bits packets

ACK packets

RF

Figure 6.1: First order radio model [12]

If there is a K bit-length packet prepared to be transmitted, the energy

consumption involving sending this packet and receiving the relevant ACK
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is represented as follows,

ET = eT ×K + er × r2 ×K + eR ×KACK + Eidle (6.1)

Where ET is the energy consumption, which includes the consumed energy

of sending a K bit-length packet and the consumed energy of receiving the

relevant ACK. eT is the circuital dissipation while transmitting per bit of a

packet. er is the path loss character which indicates the energy attenuation

speed of the transmitted RF waves. It has the unit of Joule per bit per square

meter (J/bit/m2). r is the path loss distance, which is the maximum distance

the RF waves can reach. That is to say, er×r2 indicates the energy dissipation

of transmitting one bit in a distance r. eR is the circuital dissipation while

receiving one bit of a packet. KACK is the number of bits involved in ACK

packet. Eidle is the system’s circuital consumption, which consists of the

consumed energy for switching the RF circuit from transmission mode to

receiving mode as well as the energy cost for waiting the ACK packet.

It is assumed that the communication distance between the ZigBee end-

device (DEINR) and the ZigBee coordinator (smart gateway) is d. The

ZigBee coordinator can receive end-device’s signal, if and only if d 6 r. In

other words, if the communication distance is fixed to d, the parameter r

must equal or higher than d in order to resist path loss. In the practical

communication scenario, receiver may not receive all packets successfully

due to the packet loss. When the ZigBee node is changed from transmission

mode to the receiving mode, it may have to wait a long period but without

receiving any ACK packet. This maximum value is 54 symbol periods defined

by the ZigBee standard. In this situation, KACK will be equal to 0 as well as
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eR ×KACK . In consideration of this situation aforementioned, Equ.6.1 can

be rewritten as Equ.6.2,

ET =

(eT + er × r2)×K + eR ×KACK + Eidle normal, successful

(eT + er × r2)×K + Eidle max, failed

(6.2)

Where successful indicates the energy consumption of sending a packet and

successfully receiving the related ACK. failed indicates the energy consump-

tion of sending a packet and waiting for the maximum timeout. C Car-

mona [48] indicates that the average energy consumption of each packet can

be calculated by referring to the probability of how likely to send a success-

ful packet. If a quasi-stationary channel is considered, a statistic parameter

PRR to express the probability is introduced. The relationship between the

average energy consumption of the radio function and the parameter PRR is

expressed as follows,

ET−average = PRR× ET success + (1− PRR)× ET fail (6.3)

If combining Equ.6.2 and Equ.6.3 together, Equ.6.4 presents the combination

as,

ET average(r, PRR) =PRR× ((eT + er × r2)×K + eR ×KACK + Eidle normal)

+ (1− PRR)× ((eT + er × r2)×K + Eidle max)

(6.4)

The parameters eT and eR are circuital characters based on the ZigBee de-

vice’s hardware specification. Furthermore, Eidle normal and Eidle max are fixed

values because the ZigBee device’s idle current in packet receiving mode is

known according to the hardware data sheet, and KACK is defined by ZigBee
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standard. Moreover, er is path loss character that should be evaluated in real

scenario. The bit-length of packet K is known before transmitting it. It can

be recognized that only r and PRR are variables in Equ.6.4. Our algorithm

is intended to minimize ET−average(r, PRR).

6.3 Energy Saving Algorithm

Referring to Equ.6.1, providing the path loss distance parameter r is set,

the maximum transmission distance from ZigBee end-device to coordinator

is defined. In other words, if the distance between ZigBee end-device and

coordinator is longer than r, the signal from end-device will not have enough

energy to reach to coordinator side. However, if building up r to increase the

distance where signal can reach, the transmission power will be increase and

therefore the ZigBee’s current level for transmission mode (transmission cur-

rent level) will be raised accordingly. The relationship between transmission

current level and path loss distance parameter r can be expressed as,

ITX × V ×
K

BZigBee

= (er × r2)×K (6.5)

Where ITX is the transmission current if ZigBee device is sending a packet,

which depends on the transmission power. V is the voltage which is supplied

to ZigBee end-device and the typical value is 3.3 V. k stands for bit-length of

the transmitted packet and BZigBee stands for ZigBee transmission rate with

a typical value of 250kbps. Also, the relationship between IT idle(current of

transmission active mode) and eT (transmit electronics characteristic) can be
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evaluated as,

IT idle × V ×
K

BZigBee

= eT ×K (6.6)

Where IT idle is the current level if ZigBee device is in transmission active

mode, which is ready for packet transmission. Equ.6.5 can be transformed

as Equ.6.7,

ITX(r) =
(er × r2)×BZigBee

V
(6.7)

The above formula means if a certain value r is required in the system,

the relevant transmission current ITX will be confirmed. Furthermore, if a

certain value r is the optimal solution for minimizing ET average(r, PRR), the

relevant ITX value will be also the optimal solution. In our scenario, if the

communication distance d is known, the parameter r based on the value of

d can be configured. For example, if d is 10 meters, the parameter r can be

set from 10 metres to 100 metres by the step of 1 metre. Therefore, there

are nighty-one different r. Then nighty-one different ITX values is obtained

based on Equ.6.7. Then, the transmission current level is set to be the

aforementioned values ITX one by one, these nighty-one PRR values will

be calculated accordingly. Therefore, nighty-one sets of r and PRR values

are obtained. After that, putting them into Equ.6.4 in sequence, nighty-

one different ET average values will be finally obtained. By comparing each

ET average value, the minimum one and its related set of r and PRR will be

picked up. The specific r indicates the specific ITX .

If the energy consumption saving algorithm is designed for the afore-

mentioned situation, the computation work will be heavy for ZigBee based

embedded hardware. However, an innovative method is proposed in the fol-
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lowing contents to reduce huge computation work. By analysing Equ.6.4, it

can be converted as Equ.6.8,

ET average(r, PRR) =Eidle max +K × eT

+ PRR× (eR ×KACK + Eidle−normal − Eidle−max)

+K × er × r2

(6.8)

If assuming r is continuous and belongs to r ∈ (0,∞), the second partial

derivative of ET average with respect to variable r can be calculated. The

result is (6.9),
d[ET−average(r, PRR)]

dr2
= 2×K × er (6.9)

K and er are fixed values. Meanwhile, they are all greater than 0. Thus,

the expression in (6.9) is bigger than 0. Therefore, Equ.6.8 (or Equ.6.4) is a

convex function. Fig.6.2 shows the trend of this function.

From Fig.6.2, it is only needed to find a specific value r to make ET average(r+

1, PRRr+1) > ET average(r, PRRr) (PRRr is the packet received rate while

the loss path distance parameter is set to r).For example, if the initial value

is r1, r3 should be the optimum value because of ET average(r4, PRRr4) >

ET average(r3, PRRr3). If the initial value is r4, r4 should be the optimum

value because of ET average(r5, PRRr5) > ET average(r4, PRRr4). There is no

need to use all possible values of r to calculate ET average. The Algorithm 3

is implemented as follows,

The proposed algorithm 3 is running at ZigBee coordinator side and in-

tended to minimize the average energy consumption for ZigBee end-device’s
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Figure 6.2: Trend of convex function

radio function. After the algorithm, the instruction will be sent out by Zig-

Bee coordinator to set ZigBee end-device’s transmission current level. The

method to estimate the practical distance between two nodes base on Re-

ceived Signal Strength Indictor (RSSI) value will be explained in the following

section.

6.4 Performance Evaluation

The selected ZigBee IC is CC2530F256 [114] which is designed by TI Com-

pany. It has very low current consumption that is only 1uA in sleeping mode.

The transmission current level can be adjusted from 23 mA to 34 mA [114].
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Algorithm 3 Energy consumption minimization algorithm

1: Input values of RSSI and PRR {parameters calculated from ZigBee

coordinator side}

2: d ← f(RSSI) {Estimate the practical communication Distance “d” be-

tween ZigBee coordinator and end-device}

3: r ← d

4: ITX ← ITX(r) {Set transmission current level of ZigBee end-device}

5: PRRr {Test the packets received rate at ZigBee coordinator side}

6: ET−average(r, PRRr) {Calculate the average energy consumption }

7: while ET−average(r, PRRr) > ET−average(r − 1, PRRr−1) do

8: r ← r + 1 {increase r by the step of 1}

9: ITX ← ITX(r) {reset the transmission current level}

10: PRRr {retest the value of PRR}

11: ET−average(r, PRRr) {recalculate the average energy consumption}

12: end while

13: return r

14: ITX ← ITX(r−1) {Get the optimum transmission current level at ZigBee

end-device side}

Table.6.1 shows the relationship between current consumption and output

power. Table.6.2 shows the electrical characteristics of CC2530F256.
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Table 6.1: Transmission current level according to output power

Typical current consumption(mA) Typical output power(dBm)

34 4.5

31 2.5

29 1

28 -0.5

27 -1.5

27 -3

26 -4

26 -6

25 -8

25 -10

25 -12

25 -14

25 -16

24 -18

24 -20

23 -22

6.4.1 RSSI Evaluation of Practical Distance

The RSSI value is taken from the ACK packet coming from the ZigBee coor-

dinator. Practical communication distance is estimated in ZigBee end-device

side, due to the fact that the coordinator always holds the maximum output

power, 4.5 dBm. The aim for the experiment is to test different received
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Table 6.2: Electrical characteristics of CC2530F256 IC

Parameter Value

Active-mode RX current (CPU idle) IRX idle 24mA

Active-mode TX current (CPU idle) ITX idle 29mA

RX receiving current IRX 28.5mA

TX transmission current IRX 23mA to 34mA

RX/TX and TX/RX turnaround tturnaround 192us

Maximum ACK waiting time ttimeout 37ms

Receiver sensitivity -90dBm

RSSI value in different communication distance. There are three different

training transmission power, which are 4.5 dBm, 0 dBm and -10 dBm.The

outdoor environment is used for experiment and the testing distance is from

5 meters to 80 meters. Fig.6.3 represents relevance between distance and

received RSSI.

The figure shows that the received RSSI value reduces rapidity between

5 meters to 30 meters. From 30 meters to 80 meters, the received RSSI value

decreases gradually. According to this figure, the ZigBee coordinator can

test the practical distance according to received RSSI value.

6.4.2 Path Loss Character Estimation

The path loss character er should be a fixed parameter. According to Equ.6.7,

the transmission current ITX is defined by the maximum path loss distance
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Figure 6.3: Relevance between communication distance and received RSSI

r. If ITX and r are known, er can be calculated according to Equ.6.7. Hence,

a training experiment is carried out to obtain a sets of er values. The er

will be confirmed by calculating the average value of them. According to

the electronic characters of CC2530F256, the receiver sensitivity is about -90

dBm. That is to say, if the ZigBee receiver receives -90dBm RSSI value, the

current distance between two nodes is the maximum value (r) that sender’s

transmission energy can reach. In this experiment, firstly, the transmission

current level of ZigBee end-device is set to be a certain value. Secondly, the

ZigBee coordinator is moved by increasing distance from the ZigBee end-

device. At the same time, and received RSSI value from ZigBee end-device

can be obtained. finally, the distance between the two devices is recorded
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Figure 6.4: Path loss character (er) estimation

when a -90dBm RSSI value is received. The record data are represents as

shown in Fig.6.4.

The RSSI value will not reach to -90dBm if the communication distance

is less than 20 meters. Hence, the training distance is set from 20 metres to

60 metres. There are nine different path loss characteristic values obtained.

The calculated average value that is 344.3. The unit is pJ/bit/m2.

6.4.3 Evaluation for Energy Saving Algorithm

Based on Table.6.2, Table.6.3 can be obtained.
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Table 6.3: Practical value of parameters in Equ.6.4

Parameter Value

eR 0.3762× 10−6J/bit

eT 0.3828× 10−6J/bit

Eidle max = V × IRX idle × ttimeout 2.93× 10−3J

Eidle normal = V × IRX idle × tturnaround 1.54× 10−5J

The testing packet contains 127 bits and the ACK packet contains 88 bits.

The ZigBee transmission rate is 250 kbps [122]. The parameters in Equ.6.4

can be calculated.
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Figure 6.5: Algorithm testing results when different communication distances

are applied.

The system testing results are plotted in Fig.6.5. The testing communi-
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cation distance between two nodes are from 10 metres to 40 meters and the

step is 10. Finally, 4 sets of data is obtained based on Equ.6.7, the shorter

the path loss distance (r) is, the less the transmission current (transmission

power) is required and the less average energy consumption is. Additionally,

within a relatively shorter distance (10m and 20m), although transmission

power (transmission current) are quite low, the PRR is high due to the

short communication distance. Further more, the optimistic path loss dis-

tance value (r) is usually the same as the value of communication distance

(d) within a short distance (10m and 20m). From experiment, it is con-

cluded that when the communication distance is longer, the PRR is less. As

a result, within a relatively longer distance (30m and 40m), the system has

to increase path loss distance value (r) to increase the transmission current

(according to Equ.6.7), which prevents the receiving radio circuit from con-

suming more energy due to failed packets transmission. Hence, the optimal

path loss distance value r (for setting the transmission current) is normally

bigger than the communication distance.

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the energy consumption model for estimating the consumed

energy of the radio function of the ZigBee end-device is firstly introduced.

Then, based on the model, a mathematical model to represent the average

energy consumption of the ZigBee end-device is proposed by considering

the transmission power and the packet loss rate. Thereafter, based on the
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mathematical model, an energy-saving algorithm is proposed to adaptively

adjust the transmission power (transmission current) to minimize the average

energy consumption. Finally, the evaluation result shows that the algorithm

working effectively.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

To release the pressure from the rapidly increased energy management work

due to the substantial growth of the battery-powered IoT devices in the

market, the RF energy transmission /harvesting technology has been utilized

in this thesis. In the interest of merging this charging technology to the

existing IoT scenario, a self-designed DEIN system has been proposed to

manage the RF energy and wireless information transmission simultaneously.

In the aspect of system functionality, the RF energy transmission/harvesting

functionality has been evaluated and proved in Chapter 3. According to the

RF energy charging experiments, the results have shown that the supercapac-

itor’s voltage level has been managed within a preset range. Meanwhile, the

184
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DEINR utilizes the harvested DC energy to read and upload temperature

information every 5 seconds. With the help of the adaptive energy man-

agement mechanism, the DEINR can be activated from the power-off mode.

The feedback of the supercapacitor’s voltage level is timely. Additionally, the

DEIN control system has shown an efficient reaction to deal with feedback

of the supercapacitor’s voltage. According to the experiments, although the

RF energy transmission has partly occupied the bandwidth, which was for

data transmission, there is still an average 69.95% bandwidth available for

the conventional wireless information communication.

In the aspect of the adaptive energy management mechanism, a schedul-

ing cycle which is utilized for organizing the EPs and DPs transmission has

been designed in Chapter 4 and applied to the real DEIN system. The cy-

cle is realized by a countdown timer in the microcontroller of the DEINT.

The countdown timer is preset with 5 ms. When the countdown timer is

cleared, the system event, namely, transmit an EP, is triggered. After that,

the microcontroller resets the countdown timer with the same value (5 ms).

When the running system event (transmitting an EP) is terminated, other

system events such as the DPs transmission can be executed. It allocates the

bandwidth for RF energy and wireless information transmission via schedul-

ing the time slots for the EP and DPs per cycle. Furthermore, a novel RF

energy transmission mechanism has been designed in Chapter 5 for a multi-

ple DEINRs based DEIN topology. The DEINT’s transmission (directional)

antenna is equipped with a rotation function. It can be rotated opposite

to every DEINR to charge them in turn. Due to the character of the RF

energy transmission method, the charging processes to each DEINR in the
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system must be separated into different time slots. Hence, a time alloca-

tion mechanism for organizing the RF energy transmission and uplink data

transmission for all DEIN’s devices has been designed based on the DEIN

topology in Chapter 5.

In the aspect of the algorithm, according to the scheduling cycle mech-

anism in Chapter 4, the mathematical expression has been concluded to

quantify the relationship between the increased amount of DC energy in the

DEINR’s supercapacitor and the parameters of the scheduling cycle. It is

used as a guide to configuring the scheduling cycle in the real system to

accurately transmit the minimum required RF energy (EPs) to charge the

DEINR. According to the character of the scheduling cycle, the less RF en-

ergy is transmitted, the more bandwidth is available for DPs transmission.

Therefore, a bandwidth allocation algorithm has been designed to configure

the scheduling cycle to maximize the bandwidth for DPs. According to the

experiments, the second optimal solution meets the experimental expecta-

tion, which keeps the supercapacitor’s voltage level at a stable level without

decreasing. The experiments have proved that the bandwidth for transmit-

ting DPs with the bandwidth allocation algorithm is 61.77% higher than the

cases without it. It also shows that the throughput of wireless information

is significantly improved.

Furthermore, in the light of the multiple DEINRs based DEIN topology

proposed in Chapter 5, it assumes that the harvested DC energy is all used

up for uplink data transmission. Therefore, the question that follows is how

to minimize the system’s energy consumption per bit of uplink data. To
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solving the problem, an optimization algorithm has been put forward. It

works out the optimal transmission power of the DEINT and the optimal

time allocation method to manage RF energy and uplink data transmission

for each DEINR. The numeric results have proved that the system’s energy

consumption per bit of uplink data has been successfully minimized with the

algorithm applied. Only the optimal solution makes the target index reach

to its minimum value. Except for the optimal solution, all other solutions

which are less or higher than the optimal one, can’t meet the experimental

expectation.

Moreover, an energy-saving algorithm has been proposed in Chapter 6 for

minimizing the average energy consumption of DEINR’s radio function. It

aims to figure out the optimal transmission power (configured by setting the

transmission current of the hardware) for DEINR’s wireless packet transmis-

sion to save the DEINR’s harvested energy. According to the experimental

results, the packet loss rate is quite low at a considerably short distance of

(10 m and 20 m). The lower is the transmission power is, the small the av-

erage energy consumption is. However, the packet loss rate increases at long

communication distances (30 m and 40 m). A slightly increased transmission

power is selected by the algorithm to prevent more energy consumption due

to the failed packets transmission. As a result, the experimental results prove

the performance of the energy-saving algorithm.

In conclusion, a self-management DEIN system has successfully balanced

RF energy transmission and wireless information communication. The battery-

less IoT devices can be activated from power-off mode, and its wireless data
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communication has not been impacted by introducing the RF energy charg-

ing technology. The adaptive energy management mechanism would consid-

erably reduce battery replacement work for the rapidly increased IoT devices.

7.2 Future Work

In this thesis, there are still some other aspects that have not been taken

into consideration. According to the result of the algorithm in Section 4.5.2,

the second optimal solution meets the experimental expectation rather than

the expected one directly obtained via the algorithm. In comparison with

these two optimal solutions, slightly more RF energy will be transmitted in

each scheduling cycle with the use of the second optimal solution. It holds

the supercapacitor’s voltage level along the experimental timeline without

decreasing at the end of the experiment. Hence, it is concluded that addi-

tional RF energy is used for making compensation for other types of energy

consumption, such as thermal loss. Therefore, it is highly recommended that

non-circuital energy consumption should be necessarily considered in future

work; and the amount of energy consumption should be also carefully taken

into account. To obtain an accurate result, non-circuital energy should be

considered as an input in the algorithm. Also, in Chapter 4, a solution should

be considered when an error signal indicates that the RF energy transmission

can not afford the energy usage of the DEINR.

Furthermore, in Chapter 5, the proposed model assumes that the har-

vested energy is all used up for uplink data transmission. However, in a
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practical scenario, data transmission also embraces the downlink data receiv-

ing. Hence, the energy consumption, as well as the time allocation, should

also be considered for downlink data receiving. Moreover, what I proposed is

an ideal model, as it does not take the DEINR energy loss into account. How-

ever, DEINR energy loss inevitably happens in real situations. For example,

when the DEINT is turning its antenna to another DEINR, the discharged

energy from the supercapacitor is a type of energy loss. Although turning

antenna only takes a few seconds, it still causes significant energy discharging

to the supercapacitor with small capacitance.

Last but not least, due to the inefficient RF-to-DC energy conversion of

the DEINR, the hardware innovation for the DEINR deserves to be contin-

uously investigated in the future work.
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